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ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Kentucky Windage

The

TWO SECTIONS
Fourteen Pagef

News

his won awards for
excellence ivory year it ha• been
submitted in Judging contests.

(By P. W.)
Volume 39
Would you believe it? The primary
elections in Kentucky are only 12 days away
— May 25th. That's a week from next Tuesday. If you are a Kentuckian (about 70% of
our readers are). .. and you haven't thought
much about the election, or the candidates,
NOW is a pretty good time to start thinking,
and making up your mind who you are going
to vote for. Your vote will, be important.
I have, through the years, gone to highschool class reunions, college reunions, Fraternity reunions; I have found them nearly
all uniformly dull and poorly attended. As a
general rule, the great anticipation that
builds up within one at meeting old friends
and classmates, or army buddies, or what
have you, is rudely shattered when one
drives 500 miles just to be there, only to discover that many of the old class living right
in town didn't feel like taking the trouble to
get dressed, pay five bucks and come out to
join the crowd.
Went through the same old routine again
last weekend up in St. Joe, although I really
hadn't put much stock in the Saturday night
affair; I really went up to spend Mother's
Day with Mother, and I did. She is now 80,
in good health, can still shuffle a deck of
cards right well, and plans to -fly to Oregon
and California come July to visit my brother
and sisters, as well as her brothers, sisters and, believe it or not, a couple of HER
aunts and an uncle.
Back in Fulton last Sunday night, I
learned that our news editor and feature
writer Angela Mueller had been involved in
a Friday night accident with her little black
Bug, tore the right front out of it and landed
in the Fulton Hospital for observation. But
the diagnosis, thankfully, was just "shookup-itis", and she was back on the job Wednesday in time to help me get out the paper,
but not in time to finish that feature about
Norman Terry for this week's paper. That
will have to wait until next week.
A final word about class reunions, since
I under and several are being planned locally during the summer: Those who are getting.up these things, should take great pains
to try to contact ALL members of the class,
no matter where they live, and fill them in
on all the details. In the past, there has been
much real unhappiness among class members, living away, who weren't let in on the
details and who missed out.
We were saddened this week by notice
of two deaths of old friends. 0. C. Barton,
former proprietor of Reece's Style Mart
Store in Mayfield and the Factory Outlet
Store here, passed away this week. And
Mercer Lee Price, a great booster and benefactor of the Banana Festival in past years,
passed away March 30 in Florida after a
lingering illness. We understand that his
death was hastened by a malignancy. Our
sympathies to the survivors of both; both
were fine gentlemen.
The 1971 International Banana Festival is scheduled for August 12-14. That, it
might be well to contemplate, is ninety days
from today.
If you haven't been out around the Hillview Hospital area recently, you'll be
astounded at the change that is taking place.
Almost overnight, the whole hillside is
mushrooming with new houses, this being
Fulton's newest and largest federal housing
project. It's quite a sight to see developing.

Fulton, 42041, Fult;M County, Kentucky

HICKMAN, Ky., May 12 —
Selection of a jury to try Clyde
Morrow, Fulton County farmer
charged with murder, took the
entire day in Fulton Circuit
The 12th juror was seated
late this afternoon, after both
the prosecution and defense had
exhausted their peremptory
challenges, aisl testimony is
scheduled to get under way
early Thursday following an
opening statement by Commonwealth's Attorney L. M. T. Reed
M Mayfield.
Morrow is charged In the
fatal Shooting of Doyle George.
also a flaTilier, last August 14.
George well Shot Mx times
with a SOMA calibre weapon
on the Sycamore Reed, about
700 bet Ott Ky. 94, some 5
miles southwest of Hickman.
Monist surrendered to coum.
ty aethorities following the
shooting.
Reed said he will Introduce
Some 940 witnesses, and ex-

RETURNS TO POST
Jack Gray, District Engineer
for the Kentucky Department
of Highways in Paducah from
1981-65 end from 1906-69,
returned to the post April 16.
pecta to complete his case by
noon.
Joe Grace, Paducah attorney,
is chief defense counsel for
Morrow.
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Mike Blake rtesigns Post As
South Fulton City Manager
decision was in noway influenced by the recent special election, which was called to determine whether the city manager form of government in
South Fulton should be retained
or abolished. In that election,
held on April 6, about 70 percent of the city's registered
voters cast ballots. The vote
was better than 2 to 1 in favor
of retaining the city manager.
Blake said he is accepting and professionally, that I can't
Mayor Crocker said that he
the position of finance director pass up.
has already contacted the Inof Norman, Oklahoma, a city
"I've enjoyed working for the
ternational City Managers Asof approximately 52,000 people. (South Fulton) city commission,
and
universities
He said he chose to resign and I want to make it plain sociation,
which have city manager train"with much regret," but added there are no hard feelings about
to
find a sucing programs,
that "it's an opportunity for my leaving," he concluded.
cessor to Blake. He said they
advancement, both financially
Blake also insisted that his
hope to find someone with a
bachelor's degree and some experience in city government.
Blake's resignation came at
the close of the commission
CREATIONS IN PLASTICS BY FULTON HIGH STUDENTS: IFrom left): Bobby Hurley,
meeting, which lasted on hour
and fifteen minutes. At the start
Kelly Edmison, Carolyn McGowain and Debbie Campbell, all Students at Fulton High School
of the meeting Mayor Crocker
who have been working in plastics in their general Shop clesajexhibit some of their handiwork
announced the names of the
for a NEWS photographer. Hurley and Edmison showed the crieetions to the Fulton Rotary Club
members of South Fulton's new
Human Relations Committee.
Tuesday. (See story).
Greg Clendenin, field representative of the Charles Moody, James H.
and Ralph Jackson are
Kentucky Commission on Human Rights, appear- Johnson,
the three black members,eleced before the Fulton City Commission Monday ted at a recent special meetnight, May 10 to urge that the city form a local ing of South Fulton's Black
Citizens. The committee's four
Human Rights Commission.
white members are the Rev,
Gerald Stow, Dr. R. V. Putnam,
Clendenin,
who
was
accompanied
by
Jerry
A new material for the to the things that can be made
Harold Henderson, and Mrs.
general Shop classes at Fulton from plastics and their deReaves of Fulton, stated that several neighbor- Viola Strong.
High School to work with this rivatives, as you can see from
Blake presented the commispastor
The Rev. Ellis Veale,
ing cities, including South Fulton. have establishyear — -plastics---met with in- some of the things on this table, of the First Christian Church
sion a budget estimate for South
ed
such
organizations,
,
with
memberships
apstant success and has resulted and others, such as the dune- since January 1969, announced
Fulton in the 1972 fiscal Year.
in a number of interestbig buggy body and the chair seats,to his congregation at Sunday pointed by city commissions. According to Clen- The commission authorized the
pieces of handiwork, Fulton Ro- that I have brought with me."! worship services that he is denin, such
city
recorder to publish the tena move would put the Fulton city
tarians learned Tuesday.
Biehslich, who likes to be resigning to accept the pastative budget in the local newsgovernment
on
record as favoring an improve- papers.
Some of the creations in plas- known simply as "Lou
torate of the South Charleston
tic were exhibited to the Rotary pointed out that all of the plas- Christian Church in Charleston, ment in local race relations.
The commission also authorClub Tuesday noon in a program tics material he used was dis-1 West Virginia.
his
R. D. ized the publication of a resoThe commission took
Other bidders
presented by
Rotarian Lou carded scrap.
lution
to issue $520,000 worth
Rev. Veale, his wife Cather- proposal under advisement.
Allen of Louisville and E. D.
Biehslich, long a plastics hobFHS shop instructor Bill Rob- ine, and their son Tom will
of bonds in a program of street,
In other business, the com- Green of Nashville.
byist, who had'a hand in getting ertson has added plastics to his move in early June,
mission awarded to Industrial
Upon recommendation of city bridge, and storm drainage imthe material on the working woodwork and metal work proIn Fulton, Rev. Veale was a Services and Engineering Com- engineer Jim Hufft, the com- provements. Mayor Crocker
agenda at Fulton High shop grams, and two students, Bobby member of the Rotary Club and pany of Paducah a contract for mission approved extending said the project "will help not
classes.
Hurley and Kelly
Edmison, the Bi-Racial group, and was a fire pump to be installed utility lines to the Welcome only residential but commer"For twenty-rive
years I both freshmen, accompanied secretary-treasurer of the at the new Hadley Chemical Center by boring under park- cial growth in South Fulton."
have been interested in working Lou B to the Rotary program Twin Cities Ministerial Al- plant. Industrial Services' bid way ramps, rather than folAccording to Blake, the bond
with this remarkable
ma- Tuesday. Edmison
a lowing the original plan
$13,084.90 included
of
of issue will be the first step toterial," Biehslich said in his table lamp he had constructed
ward
a comprehensive program
promise of delivery of the pump cutting trenches in the parkspellbinding 20-minute pro- entirely from plastic materials.
of street building and bridge
within 49 days, and a muffler way to lay the lines.
Blehslich expressed special
gram of lecture and tintilmustristo be installed for $30 extra,
City -attorney James War- repair. He said the bends Will
tion, "and it is simply amaz- thanks for materials to Fred
and a free inspection of the ren was instructed to prepare be repaid at a rate not to exing, the creativity that this ma- Collins, President ofthe Greenpump eleven months after its an ordinance requiring a per- ceed 7 1/2 percent, and will
terial inspires among these field (Tenn.) Engineering Cominstallation.
mit from the city for anyone be financed from existing revyoung people. There is no limit pany.
desiring to stage a parade. The enues. The city is in such ficommission tentatively decided nancial condition that no innot to charge a fee for the per- crease in property taxes will
be needed for the program,
mit
Payments on the new high Blake said.
At Blake's suggestion, the
school building were approved
as follows: to McAdoo Con- commission voted to donate six
Citizens Band racity-owned
struction Company, $82,093.10;
The new South Fulton Kiwanis
Other clubs represented were
to Peck Associates $985.15; dios to the Obion County Rescue
Club observed its Charter Night, Donnersburg, Whitehaven, East
A rally for Senator Carroll and to Robert Whitesell, $74.36 Service. The commission also
pickMonday, May 10, at the Park Memphis, Rawleigh, and MillHubbard will be held at Mil- for materials used in prepar- approved the purchase of a
Terrace, In addition to the 32 ington. Eugene L. Warren, who
up truck, and voted to adverburn in Carlisle County at 10:30 ation for landscaping.
charter members, those at- will succeed Harton as lieuApproval was given to send tise for bids for a new billa.m., Saturday, May 22.
recorder's
tending were Kiwanians from tenant governor for 1971-72,
Milburn is the birth place Fire Chief Billy Meacham and ing machine for the
chapters throughout West Ten- also attended the meeting.
and former home of Senator one other member of the Fire office.
nessee, and the governor and
Other officers of the South
Payment of $150 per month
Hubbard's mother, Addle Beth Department to the University
lieutenant governor of the Lou- Fulton Club are John Shepherd,
of Kentucky Fire School June to city attorney Hal Warren for
,Shelton.
isiana-Mississippi-West Ten- vice president,
David
and
his
services was also approved
7,
8,
and
9,
Sponsors of the rally include
nessee District of Kiwanis In- McCoy, treasurer.
by the commission.
REV. ELLIS VEALE
Fulton County friends who apternational.
Members of the board of
preciate Senator
Hubbard's
District Governor Al Deville, directors are Ted Barclay,Jim Hance. lie was a promoter
work during his first fourfrom Rushton, Louisiana, was Clement,
Manus
Williams, of recent studies on church year term.- A Fulton County
the principal speaker, tie pre- Wayne Dunavant, Gardner Whit- unity, sponsored by several lospokesman told this newspaper
sented the charter toSouth Ful- lock, Elmer
Mansfield and cal churches.
Mrs. Veale is a member of Tuesday that among the sponton
chapter president Jim Charles Powell.
sors
are those "grateful for
The Young Men's Business
West Fulton PTA, Church WoOwens. Deville was introduced
Hubbard's
recent Club is sponsoring a Saddle Club
men United, and the Woman's Senator
by Lt. Gov. E. R. Barton.
The charter members are
efforts to bring a new vocational for local horse enthusiasts.
Merl Wegener, president of Charles Wade Andrews, Ted R. Club, and formerly was a memtraining school to Fulton Coun- Clyde Wood has been named
the Union City Kiwanis presided Barclay, Jimmy Clement, Wen- ber of the Fulton PTA and the
ty."
Saddle Club chairman.
at the meeting. The Union City dell Coffman, Milton Counce, Band Parents.
Hubbard is a candidate for
Owning a horse is not necesJames T. Steele has been
The Veales have two other
club is the South Fulton club's Dan Crocker, Floyd Dedmon,
re-election in the May 25th sary for membership. Dues are appointed as the Fulton-South
children:
Richard,
a
teacher
sponsor.
Roger D.
Wayne Dwiavant,
Democratic primary. His. Sen- $6 annually for families and $5 Fulton representative for the
Floyd Dedmon, secretary of Greenup, Harry Buford Huff- at Columbia (South Carolina)
ate district includes Fulton, for individuals. The YMBC has Metropolitan Life Insurance
the new Kiwanis club, accepted man, Elmer Mansfield, David College, and Kay, a teacher of
Hickman, Carlisle, Graves and a ring in Carr Park and has Company. fie succeeds Norgifts from other Tennessee McCoy, James McDaniel, Paul elementary music in San Anhas
Calloway Counties.
who
Harwood,
built or is planning seats, a con- man
clubs. Dyersburg presented a Nanney, Jim Owens, Charles tonio Texas
cession stand, and rest rooms. been promoted to staff manager
secretary kit, Tiptonville a Ki- Powell, Ralph H.Puckett, Tomof Metropolitan's Mayfield ofwanis banner, Paris a speakers my Reams, Gene Roberts,GayRIGHT TO READ
fice.
stand, Jackson a set of name Ion Rushing, John A. Shepherd,
Steele, his wife Diane, and
badges, and Union City a gavel Lamar Taylor, Brent Wade,
Attending a "Right to Read" their five-year-old son, James
and gong.
William J. Walker, Gardner
conference at Murray State Jr., are living at 1005 Page
Whitlock, Manus P. Williams,
University recently were six
member
The Rev. Gerald Stow, min- a dropout," Rev. Stow said, teachers from Fulton city Street, Fulton. lie is a
Leroy Sawyer, Kenneth Wright
South Fulton Baptist Church
Hutchens, William H. Ward, ister of South Fulton Baptist paraphrasing the scripture quo- schools. They were Mrs. Ella of
Jaycees.
Fulton
and
the
George Ray Gunter, Douglas Church, told the 1971 South tation.
Harwood, his wife Catherine.
The First Baptist
Church Malley, Mrs. Dorothy Vick.
Fulton High School graduating
Hancock, and Eugene Bard.
are now
class at Sunday's Baccalaureate of Fulton was filled with par- Mrs. Sharon Pirtle, Mrs. Louise and their son, Russell
The South Fulton Kiwanis
Murray
program, "See that ye fall not ents, graduates, relatives, and Buckingham, Mrs. Fay Stokes, living at 1518 South
will meet every Monday at noon
Mayfield.
Street,
friends The procession into and Mrs. LaNette Allen.
out
by
the
way."
at the Park Terrace.
"In other words, don't be church was led by principal
Virgil W. Yates, Rev. Stow,
The regional Jaycee meetRev. W. T. Atkins, and Rev.
ing, hosted by the local chapter,
Bill Smalling, and members of
drew about 65 Jaycees from
the South Fulton faculty.
seventeen western Kentucky
Rev. Atkins gave the invochapters to Fulton Saturday,
cation and Rev. Smalling the
Twentieth - century talents their talents to the highest bidMay 8.
benediction. Mrs. J. U. Mcand rare old antiques will be der. Bill Powers, who painted
The meeting, held at the comKendree
was
the
organist.
RonPostmaster Joe Tress said mission can make recommenMay 15 when the doors of St. Paul's Church
munity center, was called to
nie Goforth and Ruth Laird sang offered Saturday,
order by Nat Dortch, National today that increases in most dations to the Governors of the a duet, "You'll Never Walk the St. Paul's-Trinity Episco- in Hickman, will do an original
permanent
Postal
Service
on
effect
rates
will
take
pal Churches stage their auc- picture of the someone's home,
Director for the region. During postage
Alone."
the business session Paul Sunday, May 16 as the new changes--will raise first-class
In his sermon, Rev. Stow tion in the Trinity parking lot, and a landscape design of someSchapiro of Benton was elected United States Postal Service be- letter rates from 6 to 8 cents told the graduates to find agoal starting at 10:90 a.m. Col. C. one's property.
letter
Other artists, Mrs. W C.
area vice president, He suc- gins its task of achtevinr elf an ounce, and airmail
work toward it, regardless W. Burrow will be the auctionehe rates from 10 to 11 cents an and
Reed and Mrs, Aline Homra,
ceeded Ron Laird of Madison- sufficiency as required i
of false values and loose morals er.
go
from
will
ounce.
Postcards
Ac
Postal
Reorganization
All the items to be auctioned will have original paintings in
ville, formerly of Fulton.
in the world.
General postage rates .aye 5 to 6 cents and airmail postchanged by mem- the auction. Mrs. George CasBob Cobb,state Jaycee presi"All will have opportunities-- off have been
dent, attended the meeting. Also not been increased since 1967 cards will go from 8 to 9 cents not the same opportunities— bers of the two churches. The parian will treat the highest
each.
bent- bidder to a complete Italian
present were several candi- when Congress passed what was
but it's how you use your life items include an antique
dates for state Jaycee offices. to become its final legislative
that counts. You can waste it wood cradle a finely-engraved dinner for six in her home.Perthe
in
made
are
No
changes
Requests
respect.
in
this
double-barrel- sons with a talent for sewing
Elections for those offices will SO
or you can use it to change the iouazie-loading
be held at the state convention for rate increases were pro- rates for parcel post, which is world. It's up to you," he said. ed shotgun, a ladies' mahogany will also make their services
principal component of
posed to Congress in 1969 by the
In Covington next week.
writing desk, and Victorian silWinston Church and James both President Johnson and fourth-class mail. However,
This unusual auction should
the
1971 ver pieces.
Members
of
Vernon, candidates, for presi- President Nixon. Nixon pro- initial increases will be made graduating class are:
Modern prizes to he sold in- appeal to antique collectors,
is
which
rate"
in
the
"book
in
1970,
posed
an
increase
again
typeportable
bargain hunters, suction buffs,
dent, attended, as well as Earl
Sandra Kay arctier, Nancy Clwryl clude a saddle, a
JuIlo Bard Nuatefterm, It., Week. writer, a microscope, opera and anyone interested in having
Funkhouser, who is running us- although none of the proposed classified as fourth class.
awn. Rite Joon illwockWeN,Deihl Cellosmo.
The new temporary rates al- /WWII*
Oppoaed for National Director increases was granted by
Oilcan, (Mods Mae WINK Dente glasses, an air conditioner, and a good time and supporting a
Deborah Harris, many more.
Congreas.
so make changes in other post- Oaths, Carla
of the First Region.
worthy charity. All proceeds
Dellterah Hodoes, Jackie SPIN, Staa•
The increases--authorized age rate categories and special IMO.,
After the business meeting,
An unusual feature of this from the auction will be given
Oracle Mae Reward. Deem Kayo
the
the Fulton Jaycees hosted a on a temporary basis until the service fees, such as special
members
of
auction is that
to the Western Kentucky Mb(Continued on rage 6)
newly created Postal Rate Com- delivery and registered mail.
two churches will also offer istry Plan.
barbecue supper.

Mike Blake, city manager of South Fulton
since November 1968, submitted his resignation
at the Tuesday night meeting of the South Fulton
City Commission. Although expressing regret at
Blake's decision to resign, Mayor Dan Crocker
and Commissioners Jim Owens and M. M. Matlock accepted the resignation, which will be effective June 11.

City Urged To Form
Human Rights Group

Students' Plastic Handiwork
Shown Rotarians By "Lou B"

Rev. Veale
Announces
Resignation

Hubbard Rally
At Milburn On
Sat., May 22

South Fulton Kiwanis Club Is
Chartered With 32 Members

Riders Urged To
Join Saddle Club

James Steele
Is Agent For
Metropolitan

Rev.Stow Delivers Sermon At
South Fulton Baccalaureate

Jaycees Host
Jury Seated Officers Work
In Hickman On Pistol Range Meeting Of
First Region
Murder Trial
Approximately 50 officers from
Union City, South Fulton, the
Martin Police Department and
the University of Tennessee at
Martin participated in a two-day
pistol firing school sponsored by
the Union City Police Department last Thursday and Friday.
Police Chief Cleatis Haley said
the morning and afternoon
classes were held at the police
firing range off the Old Lake
Road.
"The instructor was Ben Hale,
Federal
Bureau
of
a
Investigation 'agent
from
Memphis, and he was very
complimentary of the accuracy
displayed by Union City officers," Chief Haley said. "Some
excellent scores were turned in."
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Mail Rates To Increase Sunday
As New Postal Service Begins

Trinity Auction Promises
Entertainment For All
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editors and Publishers
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Parents ....
Know the Drug Threat
Helloctinogen
Today's Subject: LSD — Controversiel

: Mike Blake Is Going To Be A Hard
2i
City Manager For South Fulton To Replace
The resignation of Mike
Blake as City Manager of South
Fulton is, as far as we are concerned, a real loss to the community that is going to be keenly felt
by all.
Mike has obviously liked his
job; he has liked the challenge of
his job. He has been of tremendous
help to the Mayor and Commissioners of South Fulton in planning, organizing and implementing the work load and the programs of the community, and it is
going to take a while to replace
him with a like caliber manager.
That is, if he can be replaced at all
anywhere near the salary he hasbeen receiving. This is a doubtful
possibility.
What makes a fellow like
Mike Blake stick around a small
town at a comparatively low
salary when he could be living in
a much larger town at a more
handsome salary? Only two
things: the challenge of a job to
• do, and the pleasure of living with,
and working with, a happy lot of
citizens in a happy community.
Happiness is something none of us
can buy, either in these twin cities
or in any city of any size; but-it's
something that we all can find if
- -we try hard enough and look long
- enough, and know what we are
searching for.

Frankly, we fully expected
Mike's resignation. We would
have expected ANY city manager
to resign after going through the
five weeks of unjustified character
assassination during the recent
referendum, even though the verdict was two-to-one in favor of the
City Manager. To be really happy
in his job and his community, a
guy has to feel at ease and without
tension. From the first day that
the "petition" for recall of the City
Manager form of government in
South Fulton was officially filed,
we knew that Mike Blake would
probably never again feel that
eagerness to work whole-heartedly for South Fulton. That, therefore, was the beginning of the end
of his services for South Fulton.
The campaign against him
and one or two other city officeholders got so bitter at one point
that there were even threats of
grave bodily harm.
As Mike begins the wind-up
of his personal affairs and preparations for his move to Oklahoma,
we, for one, would like to again
let him know that we think he has
done a fine job and are very sorry
to see him leave, even for greener
pastures and bigger pay checks.
We didn't for one minute think he
would have any trouble finding
either, once he decided to listen to
offers.

To Parents: 21 "Memos" From Your
Child That Are Worth Considering
The following article was provided The News by an interested
reader, who felt we might like to
pass it on to our other readers.
The News feels that you, too,
might like to pass this article on to
others after you read it. To us it
seems to be terribly pertinent and
worthwhile remembering.
TWENTY - ONE MEMOS
FROM YOUR CHILD TO YOU
1. Don't spoil me. I know quite
well that I ought not to have
all that I ask for. I'm only testing you.
2. Don't be afraid to be firm with
me. I prefer it, it makes me
feel more secure.
3. Don't let me form bad habits,
I have to rely on you to detect
them in the early stages.
4. Don't make me feel smaller
than I am. It only makes me
behave stupidly "big".
5. Don't correct me in front of
people if you can help it. I'll
take much more notice if you
talk quietly with me in private.
6. Don't make me feel my mistakes are sins. It upsets my
sense of values.
7. Don't protect me from consequences. I need to learn the
painful way.
8. Don't be too upset when I say
"I hate you." It isn't you I hate
but your power to thwart me.
9. Don't take too much notice of
my small ailments. Sometimes
they get me the attention I
need.
.10. Don't nag, If you do, I shall
have to protect myself by appearing deaf.
Voted one et Kentucky's "Reel AN Ilawavier•
Weakly Papers.
_ Setend-cless postage ;saki eit Puiteu.
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11. Don't forget that I cannot explain myself as well as I
should like. This is why I'm
not always very accurate.
12. Don't make rash promises. Remember that I feel badly let
down when promises are broken.
13. Don't tax my honesty too
much. I am easily frightened
into telling lies.
14. Don't be inconsistent. That
completely confuses me and
makes me lose faith in you.
15. Don't tell me my fears are
silly. They are terribly real
arid you can do much to reassure me if you try to understand.
16. Don't put me off when I ask
questions. If you do, you wV1
find that I stop asking and
seek my information elsewhere:
17. Don't ever suggest that you
are perfect or infallible. It
gives me too great shock when
I discover that you are neither.
18. Don't ever think it is beneath
your dignity to apologize to
me. An honest apology makes
me feel surprisingly warm toward you.
19. Don't forget how quickly I am
growing up. It must be very
difficult to keep pace with me,
but please do try.
20. Don't forget I love experimenting. I couldn't get on
without it, so please put up
with it.
21. Don't forget that I can't thrive
without lots of understanding
Christian love, but I don't
need to tell you that, do I?
BIBLE DIGEST
H. B. Doan
"And all the tithe of the land,
whether of the seed of the land, or
of the fruit of the tree, is the
Lord's: it is holy unto the Lord."
Leviticus 27:30
Every church ought to be supported by every member giving a
minimum of the tithe of their income. "Ye have robbed me in
tithes and in offerings." "The
Lord loveth a cheerful giver."

hallucinogens and Jit by far the
LSD is classified among the
the size of the point on a

WORTH WHILE
It is easy enough to be pleasant,
When life flows by like a song,
But the man worth while is one who will smile,
When everything goes dead wrong.
For the test of the heart is trouble,
And it always comes with the years,
And the smile that is worth the praises of earth
Is the smile that shines through tears. •
It is easy enough to be prudent,
When nothing tempts you to stray,
When without or within no voice of sin
Is luring your soul away;
But it's only a negative virtue
Until it is tried by fire,
And the life that is worth the honor on earth
Is the one that resists desire.
By the cynic, the sad, the fallen,
Who had no strength for the strife,
The world's highway is cumbered today:
They make up the sum of life.
But the virtue that conquers pagsion,
And the sorrow that hides in a smile,
It is these that are worth the homage on earth
For we find them but once in a while.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox

dose
most potent in this category. A
average person into amazing
pin is sufficient to send the
course, entirely

"trips," all

of
within their own minds and,

imaginary.
diethylamide and street
LSD stands for lysergic acid
and

terms

"heaven'pearly gates",
include "acid", "trips", "cubes",
blowers" and "mind benders".
ly blue", "scramblers", "mind
in 1938 by a Dr. Albert HoffLSD was synthesized, (made),
true powers of LSD were not
man in Switzerland. However, the
then by accident. Beginning
discovered until about 1943, and
public attention by Dr. Timothy
early in the '808 LSD drew
about since, and a sort of cult
Leary and others we have read
found [SD a favorite. LSD
developed around it. "Hippies" soon
to be known as "psychede..
and many other hallucinogens came
the term mind-manifesting.
lie" from the Greek meaning for
form, capsule, pill or dropped
LSD is usually taken in liquid
Initially the result of taking
on a sugar cube and swallowed.
confusion of the central nerthis drug is disorganization and
action changes and effect the
vous system. It can cause brain
hearing and sight hallucinalevel of consciousness by causing
dream-like experiences). Color
tions, (imaginary happenings —
or solid is usually b 1 u e, but
of the substance, whether liquid
sometimes in tablet form it can be white.
is referred to as a "trip"
Being under the influence of LSD
6 to 12 hours per dose, deand these periods usually last from
taken. The results of use,
pending on the amount of the drug
extremely dangerous. Users
both immediate and long-range are
will experience:
unpredictable behavior
Very irrational and extremely
Sight and hearing hallucinations
in bizarre behavior
A very confused mind resulting
and great panic.
an actual period of in"Trips" on LSD closely resemble
have occurred. Surprisingly,
sanity. Suicide or accidental deaths
hallucinations without taking the
a user of [SD can go into
effects of the drug, for up
drug again, and suffer all of the ill
dose was taken. There have been
to three years after the last
single dose where the
cases of extended "trips" from just a
effects stay with him for long
user "freaks out", meaning his
only one dose.
periods even though he has taken
as the result

book on medicine for the healthiest group of individuals in
FULTON'S
history--today's teenagers?
Because young people are rarely given the information they
comes
Physical harm from the drug usually
need on the problems that bother
from the disorganization of the mind
them. Too When their ailments of the behavior it causes
studied. Man y
are brushed aside as temporary whih it causes. Mental harm is continually
BY LUCY DANIEL
brain tissue, causes
inconveniences or something medical people believe LSD use damages
about later. gross emotional and personality changes, but they are still in
they will learn
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER- Here, then are realistic, inTHE PICTORIAL BIBLE
process of clinically proving it.
is a depth answers to such com- the
disruption of the personality,
DICTIONARY edited by Merrill ING by P. W. Kingsford
All indications point to severe
What
of man's monly asked questions as:
indiC. Tenney has been donated brief, basic history
permanently, variations depending on other
or
temporary
of
facts
harnessing
dispassionate
and
the
are
brain
to the Fulton Library in memory discovery
involving tolerance. But, it is felt that once
factors
vidual
know
conshouldl
the
What
explains
drugs/
It
electricity.
about
of Dr. D. L. Jones. This is
not regenerate!
How tissue is injured it remains injured, it will
as about
such
contraception?
* most complete and infor- tributions of men
LSD, t her e are
Bell, serious is the threat of
Recently, in the research being done on
mative Bible dictionary. There Gilbert, Faraday, Morse,
thus
and how ef- strong indications that it causes chromosome damage,
are illustrations on practically Edison, Marconi and others, venereal disease
present methods causing potential damage to offspring of the user. So, not only
every page of this over 1,000 while describing the invention fective at
future, but also that
page volume. This volume is of the dynamo, telegraph, elec- of treatment/ Is obesity manadoes the user endanger his own life and
I do to cure
children.
exactly what the title Implies, tric light, radio and other de- geable/ What can
unborn
yet
his
of
problems/
"street market", and it,
It Is a dictionary to be used vices. This popular, anecdotal my skin and hair
The usual source for [SD is the
and realong with the Bible. It in- account provides excellent, How can I strenglhen
dose.
per
$5.00
to
are the sells for about $2.00
cludes a complete Bible Atlas broad background not only for tain my teeth? Whet
Be with me next
What is this world coming to you say?
, hepaof 16 pages of new full color engineering students but the facts about monoculeosis
on the subject of drug
general reader as well.
titis, common cold, and other week — there's much more to discuss
maps completely indexed.
our lives and those of
viral diseases?
abuse. It has many widening effects on
Two volumes just received
Mrs. Greenblatt provides up- our children.
THE RANDOM HOUSE BOOK need little more than the title to-the-minute information
This column is provided as a public serviee by Joe Johnson,
OF BIRDS by Elizabeth S. Aus- „mentioned for the patrons to from careful research of Scientin and Oliver L. Austin, Jr. ask for them. These are YOUNG tific and medical literature, and Fulton County Attorney.
Although the title doesn't label READERS BOOK OF BIBLE from exten,sive talks with teenthis as a bird dictionary, this STORIES by Helen Doss and agers who have had firsthand
with the topics
LAND: experience
BEAUTIFUL
book has the birds included in THE
alphabetical order with an index AMERICA IN PICTURES. Both covered. This is an easy-tostudy of
are
beautiillustrarevealing
and
volumes
these
of
read and
referring to page
tion in the back. The birds are fully illustrated, the first being medical and health problems
shown in living color in the illustrated by line drawings and that will hit home with teenMINOR, TOO
beautiful illustrations done by the second with black and white agers and their parents.
sy MOOS
E. Amundsen. This and color photographs on every
Richard
The province and purpose of
book will be of particular in- page.
the public library is to provide
terest to our young readers
by for every person the education
TEEN-AGE MEDICINE
DUBLIN, Ireland: My good the Irish tourist Board have
since it has been written with
Why a obtainable through reading. friends from Irish Airlines and spoiled me by insisting that I
Augusta Greenblatt.
them in mind.

jarmry Connerr

WOK POINTS

FROM THE FILES.—

Turning Back The Clock I
TWENTY YEARS AGO
MAY 11, 1951
The Fulton News proclaimed Mrs. Adrian
Mann, the mother of 13 children, as Fulton's
"Mother of the Year."
At a meeting of the stockholders and directors of the Fulton Broadcasting Corporation
Tuesday night, Dr. Ward Bushart was re-elected
president. Other officers elected were John
Earle, vice-president; F. A. Homra, secretary,
succeeding Bill Holman, and I. W. Little, reelected treasurer. The new board of directors consists
of Dr. Ward Bushart, F. A. Homra, J. G. Earle,
Ray Graham, Jim Shuman, John Garrett, and I.
W. Little.
Fulton will be the stibject soon in "McKnight's Dixie Doodling," new feature of the
Commercial Appeal, which appears each Sunday
on the back page of the comic section. The new
feature, in color cartoon form, dwells on historical and present day economics of cities.
The eighth graders of Water Valley School
presented a "Mock Commencement" Wednesday
evening. The class roll is composed of John Bishop, Benita Bennett, Finis Cathey, Bonnie Clapp,
Rita Copeland, Ronald Cruse, Jimmie Grissom,
Marie Harris, Donna Jo Laird, Rachel McCoy,
Glen H. Wiggins, and Kay Williams.

sample the eating spots of Dublin in order to prepare a comprehensive report on Irish
cuisine.
They have spoiled me in that
I have acquired the highest regard for the food—and a real
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
appreciation for the economical
1926
14,
MAY
meal checks!
Whether you start out with
Mr. and Mrs. Mart Reed, Mr. Forest Rodgers, one of those rousing Irish breakand Mrs. Myrtle Temple formed a quartet that fasts at a bed-and -breakfast
house (we are extremely fond
sang for the Chestnut Glade PTA meeting last of
the home of George and Betty
Friday.
Cant), or if you dine in pub,
restaurant or hotel, it's the comA disastrous hail storm Sunday in McCrack- mon thing to find meals prepared
uncommon care.
en County caused great damage to tomato plants, with
Dinner can be elegant in the
berries and fruit trees, the storm's effect being Shelbourne or the Gresham
Hotel, with gleaming napery,
felt down as far as Weakley County.
fine crystal and china, excellent
service and top chefs. A speFulton High School will graduate one of its cialty of the Shelbourne is the
largest classes in history May 20th. The tentative finest dessert we've ever had,
burnt creme, a rich but fantastic
list of boys and girls includes the following:
(We are seeking to
Richard Brann, Henry Butterworth, Robert concoction.
bribe someone to furnish the
Dezonia, Innes Dobbins, Robert Duncan, Jack recipe, and if we get it, we'll
Foy, Melvin Foy, Alexander Inman, Wade Joy- pass it along for Major Points
ner, Neal Karmire, Jesse Moore, Coy Putman, readers!)
A fine Dublin place for good
Hafdy Roberts, George Sellers, Glenn William- food and economy prices is the
Stag's Head at I Dame Court,
son, Glen Wiseman;
Mayme Bennett, Louise Binford, Lucy Bow- an old fashioned pub which
a satisfying meal for SI
ers, Elizabeth Brady, Aline Cashon, Anna Laurie offers
U.S. Another pub with cosmoFarabough, Christine Gore, Mildred Graham, politan patronage and good fare
Elizabeth Hall, Amaline Homra; Victoria Homra, is Bartley Dunne's at 32 Lower
St. Here we had a
Mary Huddleston, Delma Jonakin, Marie Lewis, Stephen
bowl of excellent soup, a roll
Allene Maddox, Helen Maddox, Canine Moore, filled with salami, a big salad
Dorothy Moss, Nell Owen, Hazel Ridgeway, Mo- and a glass of wine, also for SI.
dene Roberts, Odessa Shankle, Lura Trevathan, The Crowing Cock at 37
Pearse St. has shepherd's pie
and Mildred Witt.
that's delicious—at a most modest 75e. And if you want Iodine
The local W. C. T. U. chapter held a special out in more style try Elephants
in Lower Baggot St., where the
Mother's Day meeting at the home of Mrs, John stuffed
pancake and rack .of
Owen; eleven great-grandmothers were present, lamb basted with Guinness are
30
and
one
mothers,
ers,
great26 grandmoth
house specialties. The pancakes
cost us 65e U.S., and the lamb
great-grandmother.
was a bargain at 52.
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Stovall, juniors; Edwin Bondurant, sophomores;
and Paula DeMyer, freshmen.

Just before the curtain rose on the South
Fulton senior play last week,K. M. Winston, who
has been senior sponsor for the last four years,
Joe Bennett, Jr., is one of the ten passing
was called upon the stage and presented $74 by
members of the graduating class, in appreciation the Kentucky Board of Pharmacy exam this
for his help, cooperation, and,friendship. He was week.
told to purchase a new suit with the money, and
Country people, especially those who have
to think of each one of the 1951 seniors whenever
buggies and teams, are asking the Chamber of
he wore it.
Commerce to provide some place to leave their
Elections for class officers for the coming conveyances in town,now that cars are parked on
year were held at Fulton High School. Class both sides of the streets and every post has
presidents were: Jack Voegeli, seniors; Nancy "Don't hitch here"signs on it.

• ••

San Francisco Newsmanlerry
Burns says his 5-year-old Kyra
came home from kindergarten
to announce what she had
learned, quote: "I pledge allot
glance to the Flag of the United
States and to the republic for
which it stands—one nation,
under guard —." Even in kindergarten?, asks Herb Caen.
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Mrs. Jetta Speight Is Elected
BPW President For 1971 -72
The
Fulton-South
Fulton
Business and Professional Women's Club elected its officers
for 1971-72 at a dinner meeting
Tuesday night, May 4 at the
Derby.
Mrs. Jetta Speight was elected president; Mrs. Dollte Morgan, first vice president, Mrs.
Zuaneta Phelps, second vice
president; Mrs. Gladys Simpson, recording secretary, Mrs.
Nancy Wilson, treasurer, Miss
Mary Moss Hales, corresponding secretary.
The new officers were inducted in a candlelight ceremony by Mrs. Myrtle Horton,
president of the Union City
BPW,
The meeting was opened with
an invocation by Mrs. Elizabeth Caldwell, President Anna
Lou Caldwell conducted the business session. Reports on the
year's work were given by Jetta
Speight, program chairman,
Ruth Scott, membership chair-

Two Prenuptial Parties Held
To Honor Miss Peggy Reams

man, Zuaneta Phelps, world
affairs chairman, Helen Allen,
personal development chairman, Ramelle Pigue, public relations
chairman; Willette
Kearney, legislation
chairman, Lorene Harding, civic
participation chairman, and
Dottie Morgan, newsletter editor. In the absence of Farrah
Graddy, Mrs. Pigue delivered
the finance report.
Delegates were elected to
represent the club at the BPW
state convention in Lexington
May 14-16. The delegates will
be Mrs. Speight, Mrs. Morgan,
Mrs. Pigue, Mrs. Phelps, and
Anna Lou Caldwell.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Mrs. Nelle Lowe, Mrs.
Frances Jones, Miss Mattis
Rice, and Mrs. Ruth Grooms.
Visitors were Mrs. Naomi
Mooneyham of Fulton,
and
Mrs. Horton, Mrs.
Edna
True, Mrs. Linda Hammonds,
and Mrs. Ruth Wheatley, all of
the Union City BPW.

The home of Mrs. Vyron
Mitchell, Sr., was the site of
a luncheon Saturday, May 8
honoring Miss Peggy Reams,
fiancee of ‘Vayne Lohaus. Mrs.
Tommy Powell of Paris, Tennessee was co-hostess with her
mother, Mrs. Mitchell,
Miss Reams wore a sleeveless deep purple dress trimmed
in white braid, and a gift corsage of daisies. Her hostesses
presented her with a silver
candy dish.
Guests were seated at individual dining tables, each
centered with a single white
candle surrounded by azalea
blossoms. Lunch was served
from a table covered with a
lace cloth and centered with an
arrangement of azaleas and
white candles in silver cangelabra.
Guests were Mrs. Charles
Reams, Mrs. Earl Lohaus, Mrs.
W. S.
Atkins, Mrs. Horace
Reams, Mrs. Don Sensing, Miss
Donna Sensing, Mrs. Eddie
Benedict, Mrs. Charles Winsett, Mrs. Dee Fry, Mrs. J. 0.
Lewis, Mrs. Tom Nanney, Mrs.
Mansfield Martin. Mrs. J. A.

New Officers, Degree Winners
Recognized At FHA Ceremony
CALLING IT A CAREER - Teachers retiring from the Obion
were: From left. Mrs. Mildred Anderson of South Fulton, Mrs.
Future
Homemakers
of reporter, Mareena Wright and
County School System were honored Thursday night during the
J. W. Roberts of Troy. Mrs. Madge Short of Hornbeak, Mrs
America held their annual Jana Kyle,
leaders;
song
Obion
County
Education
Association
meeting
LaNelle
held
at
Obion
Chadwell of Rives and Mrs. J. E. Harper of Kenton,
Mother-Father-Daughter Des- Sherry Pair and Shirley
McCentral. Receiving awards from both the Tennessee and
not pictured. The retiring teachers talk here with Superinsert and Installation April 27 Clellan, recreation leaders,
National Educational Associations for their years of service
tendent George Blakemore. (Photo by Adelle)
at the Fulton County High Sc hoot Patricia
Jones, devotional
gym. About 110 persons attend- leader.
ed to see FHA members and
Coffee and soft drinks were
advisers receive awards,
served after the installation of
Mrs. Jackie Davis and Mrs. officers.
Carole Lattus received rosebud corsages for their work
as chapter advisers. Mrs. W.
B. Sowell, chapter mother, also
In a ceremony of simple beauty gifts from the bridegroom.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Omar dress of whipped cream silk in
received a corsage.
Mrs Horace (Novella) Jones of
Miss Susan Jones, grand- celebrated their twenty-fifth pastel shades of pink and green,
Wanda Everett received an
Union
City
and
Norris
L.
Dame
wedding anniversary Saturday, with an orchid corsage.
daughter of the bride, served as
F'HA charm from Mrs. Davis Doris Bolin and Karen Treas,
were united in marriage Wed- maid of honor. Her
May 8 with a barbecue dinner
and Mrs. Lattus for her ser- both from Fulton, have been
navy and
The guest list included the
nesday evening, April 21, at 7 white dress with an elongated
in
the Kentucky Room of the Omars' son, Max, their daughvice as chapter president.
elected officers in the spring o'crock in the Some of her son,
bodice and pleated skirt was Derby.
Dennis Huhn was recognized pledge class of Kappa Delta
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Lloyd E. Jones, near Martin.
The tables were decorated in Mrs. Steve Lambert of Atworn with navy accessories and a
as the Fulton County chapter's social sorority at Murray State
The Rev. Ed Dawson of Martin, white orchid corsage.
white and silver, with candles lanta, Mr. and Mrs. Ken Lamsweetheart.
University.
retired Baptist minister, ofin
Tom
silver holders. Dessert was bert of Evansville, Mr. and
Dame,
son
of the
Carol Cardwell, second vice
Miss Bolin, 1001 North 10th, ficiated as the as the couple said
bridegroom, was best man.
a wedding cake with
president, awarded Junior and was chosen secretary. Daughter
white Mrs. H. W. Bailey of Carlisle,
their vows hefore an improvised
Receiving guests with the frosting and'"Happy 25th An- Kentucky; Mr. and Mrs. Max
Chapter degrees. Receiving of Cecil Bolin, she is a freshaltar of spring flowers with couple at the reception
im- niversary 1946-1971" in blue Osborne of Rives, Tennessee;
Junior degrees were Saundra man
majoring
in
home yellow improvised altar of spring
mediately
following
the and silver lettering.
Amos, Ann Austin, Carol Card- economics.
Mrs. E. E. Williamson, Mr.
flowers with yellow and white ceremony were the bride's sons
Mrs. Omar was attired in a and Mrs. Gary Williamson, Mr.
well, Sandra Curtin, Barbara
Miss Trees is treasurer for aisles.
and their wives; Mr. and Mrs.
Erwin, Kathy Green, Elizabeth the class. She is a freshman
and
Mrs. Thomas Mahan, Mr.
The bride was wearing an aqua Lloyd E. Jones, she in a coral
Hicks, Patricia Jones, Anita majoring in elementary eduand Mrs. Charles Browder,
sculptured knit ensemble, a dress chiffon design with a softly
Myatt, Sherry Pair, Trudy Wal- cation. Miss Trees lathe daughMiss Helen King, Mr. and Mrs.
with a matching full length coat, pleated skirt; Mr. and Mrs.
ton, Shirley McClellan, and ter of Joe Tress of 609 Green
Stanley Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
,tigitti!Aye iiccerAc5ig,and a, plot Ronnie Jones of Mount:Pella, she
Ben Davis, Mr. and Mrp. A.
Int4W;,a,- s IteMPW-fi Allt SOW- in a blue and beige knit dress.and,
Receiving Chapter degrees
M. DiVle, and Mr, and Mr.
• fiegnitntA. her .041€0 WIII1 an Mr: and MiS. Gary Jones of
were Vanessa Garrigus, Kaye 4.1,
Joe Treas. ali-OfFillibh.
orchid - corsage,
diamond
Memphis,
Mrs.
Jones
wearing
a
Hodges, Elvie Hughes, Debra
earrings and a diamond pendant, pink and white knit model.
Mayberry, Rose Price, Gloria
Serving the wedding cake and
Robinson, Carolyn Tansy, Amy
Three home economics stupunch were Miss Charlene
Weatherly, Carole Woodruff,
dents at South
Fulton High
Cooper
of Dresden, niece of the
and Mareena Wright.
School
will be presented a
bride, wearing a pretty pink
Free Pap tests will be given.
Officers installed for the
Crisco
Award
for
outstanding
sheath with pink accessories,
1971-72 term wers SusanJack- at the Fulton County Health
and Miss Pamela Netherland of contributions to their home ecson president- Ann Durham, Department on May 17 at FulTuesday evening's session of
South Fulton, in a red, white and onomics classes and to their
first vice president; Teresa ton and at Hickman from 8a.m.
blue belted dress accented with Future Homemakers of Ameri- the Union City Duplicate Bridge
Perry, second vice president; to 4 p.m. and from 6 p.m. to
ca
chapter.
Club
had seven and one-half
red accessories. Both had orchid
Eivie Hughes, secretary; Kaye 8 p.m. These tests will be
Penny Winston, Edie May- tables in play, while Thursday
corsages.
Hodges, treasurer; Debra May- given by appointment only so • Miss
Kathy Edwards, brideAfter a wedding trip to New nard, and Deborah Hodges were afternoon there were eight and
berry, parliamentarian; Kathy call the Fulton office, 472-1982 elect of
David Hazlewood, was Orleans the couple lives at 205 honored as Crisco Award win- one-half tables.
Green and Debbie Castelman, and the Hickman office 236- hollered
North-South winners Tuesday
Sunday, May 2 with a Covington, South Fulton. The ners at the recent Motherhistorians; Chonette Goodman, 2825 for your appointment.
bridal tea in the home of Mrs. bridegroom is a foreman for the Daughter Banquet held by the were: First, Mrs. Charles
FHA chapter. Thomas and Mrs. Dawson
J.' V. Henry of South Fulton. Illinois Central Railroad and the South Fulton
Miss Edwards wore a light bride is an L P.N. at the Obion Mrs. Kermit Travis, FHA ad- Huddleston of Fulton; second.
viser and
home economics Mrs. W. A. Nailling and Mrs. Lee
blue knit dress and a gift cor- County General Hospital.
sage of a purple Orchid.Joining
Other guests at the wedding teacher, had only one trophy Grasfeder; third, Mrs. Max
her in the receiving line were and reception were Mrs. J.H. to present, but said that two Altfeld and Mrs. Sylvain Shatz.
her mother, Mrs. Henry Ed- Dame of Durant, Miss., mother of more have been ordered so that
East-West winners were: First,
wards and her fiance's mother, the bridegroom; Mr. and Mrs. each girl will have one. The Mrs. A. G. Campbell of Dresden.
trophies
will
be
presented
and
Mrs. James Hazlewood.
at
Mrs. George Emerson of
Harold Cooper of Dresden,
The tea table was covered brother and sister-in-law of the South Fulton's graduation exer- Clinton; second, Mrs. Frances
Yarbro and a Mrs. Parrish of
with a pink cloth overlaid with bride Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Jones cises.
Mrs. Travis said she decided Dyersburg; and third, Mrs.
white lace. The centerpiece was of Greenfield, Mr. and Mrs. Dave
to
present
three
trophies
an arrangement of pink mums Travis and Mark of Fulton; Mrs.
be- Charles Davison and Mrs. Fred
flanked with pink candles. The Rozelle Adams, Mrs. Martha cause trying to distinguish be- Williams.
gift tables were covered with Cole and Linda and Mrs Ed tween the three students was too
North-South winners Thursday
pink satin overlaid with white Dawson of Martin; Mrs. Rena difficult a decision to make. were: First, Mrs. Ual Killebrew
Miss
Winston,
the daughter of and Mrs. Maxwell McDade of
net, and holding sprays of step- Waterfield of Sharon; Mrs. Tom
hanotis.
W. Jernigan Jr. and Mrs. Juanita Mr. and Mrs. K, M Winston, Fulton; second, Mrs. Robert
Hostesses for the tea were Loncteaux of Union City; Mrs. plans to attend Abilene Chris- Clendenin of Martin and Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Wall, Mrs. Ralph M.F. Glidewell Jr. of Hickman; tian College in Abilene, Texas. James Warren of Fulton.
East-West winners were: First,
Breeden, Mrs. Marshall Fisk, Mrs. Lillian Dean of Hornbeak: Miss Maynard, the daughter of
Mrs. Virgil Patterson, Mrs. and the bride's grandchildren. Mr. and Mrs.Charles Maynard, Mrs. Royce Barker and Mrs,
and
Miss
Hodges,
Arthur
the
daughter
Thompson; second, Mrs.
Charles Wall, and Mrs. J. V
Penny and Lone Jones of Martin,
Henry.
Jill Jones of Memphis. and of Mr. and Mrs. James Hodges, George Cloys and Mrs. Beddford
Melody and Shane Jones of both plan to attend the Univer- Dunavant; and third, Mrs. Gus
sity of Tennessee at Martin. White and Mrs. Grasfeder.
Mount Pelia

Fultonians Named
Sorority Officers

nealth Center Vo
_Offer Pap Tests

Mrs. Jones, Norris Dame
Are United In Marriage

Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Omar
Observe Silver Anniversary

Three Will
Share Award
Fr Honie

UC Duplicate

Miss Edwards
Honored With
Bridal Tea

Winners Told

COFILE CUP CHATTER

Little Miss'
Pageant Set

Now is the time to make
arrangements for the plants
of flowers needed for the flower beds. The annuals must be
produced from seeds sown this
spring and reset in among the
perennials or in beds of solid
annuals. The flowers produced
this year will very largely be
determined by the kind of plants
set. In most sections there will
be growers producing plants for
sale, and more end more people
are buying these plants. As a
rule, they will be better than
those grown by the average
home owner. -- Maxine Griffin,
Federal Bldg., Clinton, Ky.
Whether to line or underline a garment or do both is
a decision that is hard to make.
Mary Helen Marshall, Clothing
Specialist from the University
of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service, has written a leaflet, "Inner Fabrics," that gives
good information to help you decide when to line or underline,
what fabrics to use, and how to
do it, Copies may be obtained
by contacting me or your local
Extension Office. -- Catherine
C. Thompson, P.O Box 250,
Hickman, Ky,
Too Much tenderizer may
make meat mushy or crumbly,

Many Enjoy
Ladies Day
Games,Lunch

mealy or even dry. The tenderizers work as meat warms
The Tennessee Our Little Miss
from refrigerator temperature Pageant is, planning
a
in the first stages of cooking - preliminary centest in Union City
but be careful how you use it; to select entrants for the state
don't use too much. -- Pat- competition.
Golf, bridge, and a potluck
ricia Curtsinger, Benton, Ky.
The Union City pageant will be
42025 Phone: 527-6601
held at 7 p.m. Monday. May 17, at luncheon marked Ladies Day
the Central Elementary School at the Fulton Country Club
Tuesday, May 4, Many memThe color spectrum this sp- gymnasium.
ring is enormous ranging from
Children will compete in two bers, visitors and new members
intobriagr
hues
parfait
pastel
the
groups -3 through 6, and 7 were present.
Mrs. David Phelps was the
ght navys, sharp reds, and hot thnough 12 The younger group
yellows. Entering a strong bid collpetes in party dress and high scorer in bridge, with Mrs.
are the old favorites of, brown sportswear (no talent required) James Warren second.
Mrs. Jasper Vowell
was
and white, navy and white, and while the older group competes in
black and white, Prints and party dress, sportswear and Ladies Day medalist with a
jacquards are popular whether taltnt, not to exceed three nine-hole 46. Mrs. Charles
Thomas was second with 49.
they're tiny little patterns, str- minutes
Lpcal winners in both divisions Ball winners were Mrs. Jack
ong and bold patterns or the new
Graves,
low putts; Mrs. Milton
will
wood block patterns.
Dark
receive official Our Little
grounds are back such as black Mils trophies, good le
Mrs.
cer- Exum, novelty prize;
or navy, superimposed
with tifieates, crowns, banns . and Thomas, low blind bogey, and
sharp strong colors or the sub- their entry fees to the state Mrs. Vowell, guessing her
tleness of muted ones. Dean paileant. Trophies and official score. Mrs. James Butts was
Roper , Courthouse, Mayfield. certificates will be presented to the winner for the morning
the first and second runners-up golfers.
Mrs. Chap Taylor and Mrs.
When buying on "time" - and to 'the talent winner.
Eligible to compete will be girls Mike Cole received door prizes
get a blank copy to take home
the luncheon.
after
frorn
Obion and all surrounding
and read the installment contract. "Make it a firm rule coenties. Out-of-area judges will
AT INSURANCE PARTY
never to sign anything instil be used.
Entrants are advised to contact
you are absolutely sure what
Miss Mattie Rice was in Louyou are signing, you will save Beverly Shumate, Atrium 3L2R, isville May 4 for the golden
yourself a lot of possible tro- University of Tennessee at anniversary celebration of the
uble". -- Mrs. Barlett° Wra- M*tin, Tenn., or telephone State Automobile Mutual Inther, 209 Maple St., Murray Martin 587-7183.
surance Company.

Poe, Mrs. Milton Exum, and
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, Jr.
Out of town guests included
Mrs. W. P. Williams of parts,
Tennessee; Mrs. Joe Brush of
McKenzie, and Miss Elects
Vernon of Central City.
Reams,
Miss Pegg) Jean
bride-elect
of Wayne
W.
Lohaus. was honored Saturday,
May 1 with a luncheon at the
Holiday' Inn. The room wasdecorated in yellow and white, and
the table was centered with an
arrangement of yellow mums
gladioli, and baby's breath.
Mrs. Parks Weaks and Mrs.
Ray Andrus were the hostesses.
They gave Miss Reams a luncheon set.
The
bride-elect
wore a
sleeveless aqua knit dress and
a gift corsage of white mums.
Guests included Miss Reams'
mother, Mrs. Charles Reams;
Mr. Lohaus' mother,
Mrs.
Earl
Lohaus; Mrs. Horace
Reams, Mrs. Smith Atkins,
Mrs. Abe Thompson,
Mrs.
Don Sensing, Miss Donna Sensing, Mrs. Robert Thompson,
Miss Trudy Thompson, and
Mrs. W. C. Reed.

Miss Jane Sublette Weds
Mr. Jerry W. McClanahan
Miss Jane Elizabeth Sublette,
daughter of Mr.and Mrs.James
Sublette, became the bride of
Jerry Wayne McClanahan, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred McClanahan, in an evening ceremony April 23 in the parlor of
the First Baptist Church.
The Rev, James W. Best
performed the double ring ceremony in the presence of the
couple's immediate families.
The bride wore a streetlength dress of white knit with
a sleeveless coat, an ensemble
she designed and made herself. She wore an orchid cor-

sage.
Mrs. Glenn Moss, the matron
of honor, wore a mint green
dress with yellow accessories,
and a corsage of yellow flowers.
Glenn Moss was the best man.
Mr. and Mrs. McClanahan are
now making their home on Route
4, Fulton,

Party Honors
Birthday Of
Miss Bennett

Natalie Gay Bennett celebirthday
brated
her eighth
Saturday, May 8 with a party
at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Bennett of
South Fulton.
Mrs. Bennett and Angela
Miss Margaret Sue Ammons
of 1271 Poplar, Memphis, Ten- Lawson served refreshments of
neasee, has been'elected preei- pink punch ,and pink,aud„white
*Vol the newly rotinert Met,h0,-,rthday cake.,
Games were plajititil and
cliVt 'Hospital School'of Nbrsing
favors presented to the party
Alumnae Association,
Andrea Miller,
Miss Ammons, a Methodist guests:
McConnell, Irene
head nurse, was elected presi- Stephanie
dent in voting during a business Templeton, Tammy and Laura
session Saturday, May 1, at the Lawson, Kim Whitlock, Tammy
hospital where over 200nurses, Williams, and Wayne Boyd,.
past graduates of the school,
met for the 50th anniversary
celebration of the founding of
the school.'
Miss Ammons is a 1952 graduate of Cayce High School and
entered nurses training at the
Methodist Hospital in the fall
of 1952. She is the daughter of
Mrs. J. W. Ammons and the
Mrs. John U. McKendree,
late Mr. Ammons of Cayce. the former Julie Ann Bard,
was the honoree at a bridal
tea Tuesday night, May 4 at
the home of Mrs. Louis Jones.
Co-hostesses with Mrs. Jones
were Mrs. John Colley
and
Mrs. Charles Johns.
Mrs. McKendree wore
a
Friends and relatives sursleeveless red and white knit,
prised Mrs. Onie Lowry on her
and a corsage of red carna79th birthday Tuesday, May 11
tions.
with a potluck dinner at her
Punch, cake squares, mints
home in Pilot Oak,
and nuts were served from the
Present to
wish
her a refreshment table, which
was
"Happy Birthday" were Alma
centered with spring flowers
Boulton, Mrs. Dale Yates, Mr.
and pink candles in silver canand Mrs. Vodie Floyd, Stella
dleholders. The gift table also
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
was decorated in pink and white.
Yates, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Mrs. Colley, Mrs. Johns,
Emerson, Mrs. Jennie Cruce,
and Donna Johns served the
Mrs. Deward Wilson, Mrs.
refreshments. Miss Jennifer
Mason Bevill, Berce Howard, Bard
and Miss Ann Jones kept
Sue and Brent Coltharp, and
the guest register. Some 60
Brother and Mrs. Bill Lowry,
guests called or sent gifts.

Nurses Elect
Miss Ammon

Bridal Tea
Honors Mrs.
McKendree

Mrs. Lowry Feted
On 79th Birthday

Aut 2ancleia
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: Grandpa
Is 82 years old and very ill.
He will probably not live more
than a month. Our children love
Grandpa and they keep asking
if they can go to the nursing
home to see him. We have told
the children that Grandpa sleeps
most of the time and he should
not be disturbed. The truth is
that he has lost so much weight
we are afraid the children would
be frightened if they saw him.
Also, Grandpa Is sedated most
of the time and has not recognized any of us for several
days.
The question has now arisen
as to whether the children
should be permitted to go to
the funeral. (it will be aclosed
casket.) They are 9, 6, and 5.
us.---Heavy
Please advise
Hearted Mother.

The decision should be theirs.
A funeral can help children
accept the finality of death. It
affords them an opportunity to
share a family experience and
to see that adults, too, express
honest emotions without shame.
It can also serve to reduce
anxiety and fear which children
often associate with the unknown.

Dear Ann Landers: I am
seriously considering a man
who tells me, "When we marry,
I will not go out of my way to
form any personal relationships
with other women, but if I
should run into the opportunity,
I would not pass it up."
What kind of man is this",
??
He says he would not blame
me if I did the same. I need
your opinion in a hurry,—
Dear Mother: If the children Washington, D. C.
express the wish to goto Grandpa's funeral, allow them to do
Dear Wash: I admire the
so. If they don't want to go, guy's honesty. He is telling
don't try to persuade them.' you in advance he doesn't give

a damn about faithfulness—his
OR yours.
This would be no marriage,
dearie. It would be a legal
merger with pre-sanctioned,
two-way cheating privileges.
His statement proves something I've been saying for a
long time. Every woman can
get married—if she sets her
standards low enough.
• • •• •
Dear Ann Landers: I have
been married for 21 years, we
have no children,and I've worked
as a secretary for an
executive of one of the Big
Three auto manufacturers in
Detroit.
I am entitled to four weeks
vacation this summer but my
husband feels that he can take
only one full week.because of
the nature of his work. I am
toying with the idea that perhaps I ought to clo to Europe
with the CHrl's Club. (It's for
autP10Yas
Tee trip would
be three weeks. I have never
been to Europe and I'd love

to go, But I keep wondering it
it would be right to leave my
husband. I am beset by fears.
How will he manage? I do everything for him—clothes,cooking,
etc. What would you do?--D. Trott
Dear D.: I'd go. But then
I'm not you--and your husband
Isn't Jules. In a decision such
as this, one must considerpersonalities, temperaments's:degree of dependency—as -.well
as what arrangements could
be made in your absence.Aloes
he have a mother in town'? Or
a sister') Could he batch-with
another husband whose seas Is
on the trip? Noodle it out,belney
---and send me a postaiird.
•• • • •
Do you feel ill at eabe.. .
out of it? Is everybody Wring
a good time but you? slot.
for Ann Landers' booklet,ItThe
Key To Popularity," enclosing
with your request 351- inneoin
and a long, self-addreolied,
stamped envelope.
v•A

Class Night,
Banquet Held
At Fulton High

Two South Fulton Graduates
Awarded UTM Scholarships

Nanney Will Study
For PhD In Europe
James S. Nanney, a doctoral
candidate in Russian history
and language at Vanderbilt, will
participate in the Free University of Berlin Exchange Fellowship from October 1, 1971
to July 31, 1972.
Nanney, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. T. Niamey Of Fulton,
will visit major European universities to study and prepare
his dissertation leading to a
PhD degree.

Two members of the South and Mrs. 0. C.
Walker.
Fulton High School graduating
I30th young men are active
class have
been
awarded In school and extra-curricular
Fulton High School's annual
scholarships at the University affairs.
Walker Is president of Junior-Senior Banquet
, held
of Tennessee at Martin.
the
First
United Methodist Friday night, May 7
at the
Stan Hurt, the sal of Mrs. Church UMYF
and attended the school gym, was attended
by
Sue
Hurt, received a $200 UN-Washington
seminar last about 85 persons--students
,
scholarship from Cecil Powell, fall. He is
an Eagle Scout, parents, and special
guests.
owner of the Liberty Stores. an honor
student, a member
After the barbecue dinner,
Stan was selected because of of Beta Club,
the Student Coun- President Steve Erickse
n inhis association with Liberty, cil, and
the local Sing-Out. troduced the class
night proahd because of his interest in
Walker is president of the gram
speaker
Johnny
s.
Campmarketing as a career.
OCEA PRESIDENT
DECA club and was a delegate
bell and Gary McBride were
Classmate Stephen Walker, to the state
K NI Winston. principal of
DECA convention. class grumblers, Louella
Puck- South
president of the class of 1971, He also had
Fulton Elementary, has
a role in the re- ett, historian; Mike
Fenwick
ha.s received a $315 scholar- cent product
been named President of the
ion of Oklahoma! and Hoyt Moore, giftoria
ns; ()Mon
ship from Mr. and Mrs. Robert His
classmates named him assisted
County
Education Assoby Deborah Hutchins
iteithley, owners of Green "Best
All Around" student.
and Ann Mahan, and Kathy iooion for 1971-72.
Acres Trailer Sales in Union
Hurt is a member of the Wheele
r and Steve Ericksen,
COMPOSER
City. The sc holarship is renew- First Baptist
Church of Fulton, class prophec
y.
able each quarter for students an Eagle
Smith Hopkins of South FulScout, and a threeSpecial
guests
were
Superwho maintain above a C average. year letterm
ton has written a song, "Take
an for the South intendent
and Mrs. Charles
Stephen is the son of Mr. Fulton football
team. He was Thomas, Principal and Mrs. I.. from the Top," which has
been
accepted for recording by
a delegate to the state DECA Bobby
Snider, Mr. and Mrs.
Aoric Records.
,
onvention in 1970-71 and was Mike Boatrig
ht, Miss Barbara
selected as one of the Out- Stow,
Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer,
standing Students of American Larry
Shanks,
and
Jack
High Schools in 1970-71.
Sublette.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

Ballard Names
Ron McAlister
As Cage Coach
Ron McAlister, son of Mrs.
Byron McAlister of Fulton, has
been named head basketball
coach at Ballard Memorial High
School for the coming year.
McAlister
was
guidance
counselor at Ballard during the
1968-69 and 1969-70 school
Years. last year he held a
similar position at Paducah
Tilghman High School. He succeeds Dale Ray as coach of the
Bombers.
A 1957 graduate of Fulton
High School, McAlister attended the University of Tennessee
at Martin, but left to play baseball with the St. Louis Cardinals farm team. He was graduated from the University of
Mississippi in 1967.

Are-Mrmers Farr P-4
Poundage Program. Mr.

Fulton Co. Nes, Thursday, may 1'1911'

ASIA VISITORS
and Mrs. Fred Ilomra
have returned home after a
Fulton County burley ferment;
vacation in the Far East. On
voted 100 percent in the May 4
national referendum. Fulton
FIGHTERS FOR FORD
County has only nine eligible
FOR GOVERNOR
voters. All votes were "For"
the poundage program for the
years 1971, 1972, 1973. In order
for the poundage program to
be in effect, at least two-thirds
of the farmers voting nationON MAY
wide must vote favorably.
In the event the vote does
not carry by two-thirds in favor
or poundage, there will be no
burley program for 1971.

the way over, they visited Mrs.
Virginia Isbell in Alaska,' and
Paul Durbin In
return trip.
.,

WOW'bitliik

Want Your Vote!
25
Vote For

WENDELL

•••••••••

Parts For All —
Electric Shavers At:
ANDREWS

Jewelry Company

FORD
For Governor
Paid for by Fulton County
Fighters for Ford, Dan Taylor, chairman.

South Fulton, UTM Faculties
Hold Student Teaching Seminar
Teachers in the South Fulton schools recently
met with
representatives
of the University of Tennessee at
Martin
School of Education in a
studen

Who's running for

LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR?
It does make
a difference

teaching seminar. The seminar
was held to develop more effective lines of communication
between
the UTM staff and
public school personnel.
South Fulton schools havesc,
cepted student teachers from
UTM for several years. Dr.
Karl Keefer, dean of the School
of Education and guest speaker
at the seminar, emphasized the
Importance of quality laboratory experience
in teacher
training and the importance of
accountability in teachers.
Dr. Glenn S. Gallien, head
of the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education,
said that high school graduates
from South Fulton are aboveaverage students at UTM
He congratulated the South
Fulton schools on their excellent teaching staffs. He said
that one mistake teachers often
make is preparing grade school
students to pass high school
work, and high school students
to do college work, rather than
teaching required knowledge at
the students' own level.
The teachers divided Into
three groups after the talks by
Dr. Keefer, Dr. Gallien, and
Dr. P J. Gunter, and held
discussions.

Dear Fellow Kentuckian,
The next four years may well prove to be
the most challenging which have faced our
people at every level of government.
If I am elected your Lieutenant Governor,
I will continue to serve you with that dedica. lion to the public welfare which I have endeavored to bring to bear as your Attorney
General and as a member of the General Assembly.
I seek your ideas and, to the extent that
,circumstances permit, your personal assistance.
Sincerely,
John Breckinridge
Paid for by Citizens For Breckinridge,,
John Duncan, Treasurer, 253 Walla'
Ave.,Le

xington, Ky.

Lambeth College's 1971 Summer Session will offer, for the
fifth year, a High School Senior
Program. High School students
of superior ability who have
completed their junior year may
enroll for
college
credit
courses under this program.
The credits earned will be
considered valid college work
following the students' completion of nigh school. However,
credits are not transferable to
another institution until the
student has been enrolled at
Lambuth for at least one full
academic year. Three courses
may be taken with the equivalent
of 12 semester hours earned.
To be admitted to the High
School Senior Program a student must have at least a "B"
average in three years of high
school work and must be recommended by the principal or
guidance counselor
of his
school. A regular applicat
ion
for admission to Lambuth must
be completed.
Charges for this program are
the same as for the regular
Summer
Session. However,
each student accepted to this
program will automatically receive a scholarship of $125
for each course in which
he
is enrolled.
Students interested in this
summer program may contact
the Dean of Admissions, Lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn.
38301.
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER
Susan Carol Warren, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Warren of South Fulton, received
a C. M. Gooch Foundation
scholarship at the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
VISIT IN FLORIDA
Mrs. Fred Jolley recently
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Bostelman, Jr., in -Aiburndale,
Florida for two weeks.

TODAY'S BEST BUY.

THE MELVILLE CLARK

SPINET PIANO
From Wurlitzer
Your choice of 5 different styles end
finishes: Fruitwood, Early American,
Ebony. French Provincial or Italian
Provincial.

• •

7500

aers

-A 1967 Aerial Photo of Fulton:jley. — Courtesy of Senator Hubba
rd

TO THE CITIZENS OF
FULTON COUNTY
I appreciate very much the privilege of representing you in the State Senate at Frankfort.
I believe you realize that I have worked hard
during the past three and one-half years to bring
about continued progress in Fulton County.
Before, during and after the 1968, 1970 and
1971 legislative sessions at Frankfort I have atSENATOR CARROLL HUBBARD
tempted to keep you informed as to the happenings in Frankfort.
Before and during each session I have sought through various
media to obtain from you your
ideas and desires concerning the many bills being decided
upon during the General Assembly.
I have attended each and every session of the Senate
and my decisions in the Senate have
been made after conscientious and sober deliberation.
As chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committe
e and a member of the Labor and Industry Committee and the Stale Government Committee, I
am in a position to be of much assistance to
West Kentucky.
I am a candidate for re-election as your State Senator
and ask for your support and influence
now and your vote on May 25 in the Democratic prim
ary. Thank you!
Joyce, Kelly and I wish for you the very best of every
thing.
Sincerely,

Carroll Hibbard, Jr.
First District State Senator
Mayfield, Kentucky

218 E.
MAIN

These pianos can be purchased for
as LITTLE as 19.95 down and 19.95
PHONE
each month for 36 months. Those
of
L.
427-96
71
pianos con also be rented ... Only
JACKSON
$8 per month.
Call Mrs. L. C. Logan, Fulton 472-2405.
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DEATHS

drs.
and
'the'

Mrs. Bob Taylor

Harold Strong
Harold Noble Strong, Sr., a
retired dining car steward with
the lifineitt Central Railroad,
died suddenly at his home Saturday IIKS11011, May 8. Hewes 82.
had been a resident of the
Fulton area about 15 years,following his retirement from the
railroad. He was a member of
the Masons and the First United
Methodist Church.
Born December 1, 1888, in
Milwaukee, he was the son of
the late Henry and Margaret
Harris Strong. He married his
wife, Edythe, August 15, 1910.
Survivors besides his wife
Include a son, Harold Strong,
Jr., of South Fulton, two grandsons, Barry Strong of Eden,
North Carolina, and Richard
Strong of Chattanooga, and three
great-grandchildren.
Graveside services were held
at 10 a.m. Monday, May 10
at °Won County Memorial Gardens, with the Rev. William
G. Adams officiating. Pallbearers were Tommy Lawson,
Carl Greer, Tom Maddox, M.
M. Matlock, Thomas Exum,
and J. C. Sugg.
Hornbeak Funeral Home was
in charge of arrangements.

— LATHAM

Mrs. Marjory Alford Taylor,
former Fulton resident, died
'Thursday, May 6 in the HaPtIst
Hospital in Memphis. She had
undergone surgery the previous Monday.
Mrs. Taylor was the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. R.
M. Alford of Fulton.
She is survived by her husband, Bob Irvin Taylor
of
Dyersburg, and son, Robert
Taylor, Jr., and a grandson.
Funeral services were held
at 2 p.m. Saturday, May 8 at
the Curry Funeral Home in
Dyersburg. Burial was in the
Dyersburg city cemetery.

Mrs.Pearl Elliott
Mrs. Pearl Elliott, 86, died
Thursday, May 6, in the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Roy
Wright of Murray City, Tennessee.
Besides her daughter, she is
survived
by
her husband,
George Elliott of Crutchfield.
Funeral services were held
Friday, May 7 in the Crutchfield Methodist Church, with the
Rev. J. F. McMinn officiating.
Burial was in Rock Springs
Cemetery. Hornbeak Funeral
Home was incharge of arrangements.

Walker:'More Humanization'
Is Needed In Classrooms
MURRAY, Ky. — "More humanization in the classroom"
was stressed as a major change
needed in American urban education by Dr. Newman Walker,
superintendent of the Louisville
Independent school system, at
Murray State University Tuesday evening.
Speaking at the annual inservice education meeting for
supervising teachers, principals
and superintendents, he said two
of the foremost challenges to
current educational system,
are rapid changes in technology
and in the values of society.
Entitled "T h e Challenge of
Providing Quality Education in
Large Urban School Districts,"
his presentation included four

challenges peculiar to urban education and four suggestions for
improving large urban educational systems.
Walker, former superintendent of schools in Paducah, listed
these challenges: racial difficulties; Increased crime rates;
more delinquency, and the frequent threat to the ability of
teachers to function.
His suggestions for improvement were:
Decentralized educational administration; more child-centered classrooms; greater involvement of lay persons and
parents in school policies affecting their children; and more
flexibility in administration and
curriculum to provide for a variety of pupil needs.

About 200 representatives
from schools cooperating in the
Murray State student teaching
program turned out for afternoon group sessions and the dinner planned by the division of
student teaching in the School
of Education.
Dr. Donald E. Jones, director
of student teaching, served as
toastmaster for the dinner program and Dr. Donald B. Hunter,
dean of the School of Education,
Introduced Walker.
FLAGS FOR VETERANS
Flags for veterans' graves in
outlying cemeteries may be
picked up at Clyde Fields Service Station. The flags are
furnished by American Legion
Post 72.
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Elvis Stahr ' P-5
To Address
WKU Grads
Dr. Elvis J. Stahr, president of the National Audubon
Society . will be the principal
speaker at Western Kentucky
University's 103rd annual commencement exercises Friday,
May 14 at 10 a.m. at the L. T.
Smith Stadium.
A record total of 1,783, including 1,460 bachelors degrees,
202
masters degrees, 11 associate degrees,
and 10 one-year certificates
will be awarded at the outdoor
ceremonies.
Dr. Steer was formerly president of West Virginia and Indiana Universities, was secretary of the Army under President John F. Kennedy, and dean
of the University of Kentucky
College of Law. In 1954 he was

named noettat Of the University of Kentucky.
A native of Western Kentucky,
he was graduated from the University of Kentucky in 1936 and
went to Oxford University in
England as a Rhodes Scholar.
Western's 1971 graduation
numbers represent an increase
over the 1,245 bachelors' degrees and 132 masters' degrees
awarded at last year's Spring
CommeOcement exercises.
Currently Dr. Stahr is a trustee of the Committee for Economic Development of Transylvania University and of the Association of the United States
Army. Last year he was appointed by President Nixon to
serve on the Aviation Advisory
Commission.
-STRAWBERRY PAGEANT
Jackie Hollie represented
South Fulton in the Strawberry
Festival Princess Pageant May
7 in Humboldt. Tennessee.

State Begins
1971 Count
Of Hunters
The Department of
Fish
and Wildlife Resources is anout
to make its annual survey, to
determine how much game Was,
taken by Kentucky hunters diding last year's hunting seassie.
Part of the survey will be
taken by telephone between May
11 and May 27. About 3,000,
Kentucky homes will be con;
tacted. Calls will be made between 5 and 9 a.m.
If the caller is told that
someone in the house is a htuit7
er, that person will be seqt.
questionnaire about the number
of his hunting trips, and natebers and kinds of game he killed.
The questionnaires will be used
to determine length of future
hunting seasons, and limits On
game.

Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

by Mrs. W. C. Morrlson
We extend congratulations to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Brundige • Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
on the arrival of a baby boy
born at the Fulton Hospital on
May 3rd.
A family gathering and a
Mr. and Mrs.Orven Morrison
bountiful supper was enjoyed at
and Mrs. Mary Wilson spent
the home of Mr.and Mrs. Durell
last weekend in Memphis,guest
Terrell last Saturday. Those
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morprivileged to enjoy this occasion
rison, and Mrs. Wilson's daughwere. Mr. and Mrs. Leon Nix
ter.
from Madisonville, Kentucky
Mrs. Alma Wheeler has been and
Mrs. Martha Croft, Mr.
in Memphis for the past two Sam
Nix Sawyers from Clarksweeks, with
her daughter dale, Mississippi,
Mrs. Pauline
Yvonne, whose condition is no Chenault
from Houston, Missisbetter.
sippi, Mr. and Mrs.
John
Carlos Blackard celebrated Bowden,
Billie Brown, Mrs.
his "Jack Benny" birthday last Clara Sims,
Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Sunday, by being host to a Copeland
and Gary, Mr. and
fish fry at Bible Union Center, Mrs. Ray
Terrell, Melody and
for his wife's family. The Lee Alan and
Mr. and Mrs.Terrell.
Jones family and his family the
Mrs. Darrell
Wright and
L. B. Blackard family.
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan accomMr. and Mrs. Jack Carney panied Mike
Wright to Nashville
of Dresden and Mr. and Mrs. last
Tuesday where he left by
Gary Parker and children of
plane for Little Creek, Virginia
Fulton were guest of Mrs. where
he expects to meet the
Lorene Parker in Latham for USS Grant
County for continued
Mother's Day.
service in the Navy.
E. 0. Carney has been indisSympathy is extended tothose
posed for oweral days at his who.suffered
from the disaster'
hpme east of Latham. He will
in Huntington. Mr. and Mrs. •
ehter the Veterans Hospital in
Drew Walls were very fortunate ,
Memphis, Monday of this week. to
receive a call that their
Mr. 3nd Mrs. Edsel Bowlin daughter,
Mlle May Boyd and
of Dresden and Mrs. Minnie
family were safe before the
Dortch of Martin, visited Mr.
news of the destruction there
and Mrs. Ulyess Dortch in
was reported. The Boyds home
Latham last Sunday.
is in the area that was demolMr. and Mrs. Cliff Prince of
ished but was one of those that
Memphis and Mrs. Montell escaped
serious damage for
Jones of Martin visited Mr.and
which their many friends join
Mrs. Ulyess Dortch,last Saturthem in being very thankful.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. John Meadows
Chess Morrison isn't as well
from
this week. His visitors were. wete Fort Smith, Arkansas
weekend visitors with Mr.
Baron Dixon, Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Darrell Wright.
Heel Wright, Red Mansfield,
Best wishes for a speedy
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan,
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cum- recovery are extended to Finis
mings and Jack Pogue, Robert Mansfield who is a patient in
the Weakley County Hospital
and Randy.
Bonnie Cummings is showing due to surgery last week.
improvement.
Mrs. Pauline Chenault and
T. D. Cummings is not as
Sam Nix Sawyers have returned
well this week.
to their homes,in Houston and
Clarksdale, Mississippi, after
spending time with relatives
here.

THE WATER VALLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
— By Gardnar's SBA*

Crime Council
Favors Three
Proposed Laws

The Chestnut Glade Club
will meet in the home of Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan for the regular
May meeting the third Thursday at 1 p.m. Mrs. Lucy Gibbs
and Mrs. James Pogue will be
Members of the eight-FountY the hostess. Visitors are corPurchase Crime Council have dially invited.
endorsed three legislative proposals to improve law enforcement and criminal Justice,
The proposals ask that:
Sheriffs be allowed to succeed
themselves (Kentucky sheriffs
are now restricted to one fouryear term);i1tate salary supplements be provided for local
law enforcement officers and
minimum standards and qualiDr. Adron Doran, president
fications be set for all police; of Morehead State University
Legislators provide State funds and former resident of Fulton,
for use by local units of govern- was presented a Horatio Alger
ment in meeting matching fund Award Wednesday night, May
requirements for federal grants 12 in New York City.
made under the Safe Streets
The American Schools and
Act.
Colleges Association presented
Purchase Crime Council 200 awards for 1971 to business
chairman Robert Holt announc- and professional leaders who,
ed endorsement of the pro- like Horatio Alger, overcame
posals. Holt said results of the humble circumstances to attain
vote are being sent to the Ken- success.
tucky Crime Commission with a
A native of Graves County,
recommendation that the legis- Dr. Doran has been president
lative changes be sought.
of Morehead State for 17 years.
The counties of Ballard, The Kentucky Press AssociCalloway, Carlisle, Fulton, ation named him "Kentuckian
Citing, Hickman,
Marshall of the Year" in 1959, and he
and McCracken are represent- was named,'DistinguishedKened on the Purchase Crime Coun- tuckian of 1966" by then Gov.
cil.
Edward T. Breathitt.

Adron Doran
Is Presented
Alger Award

Greenfield Monument Works

The Water Valley Church of Christ was organized a
number
of years ago by a small group. The lodge hal over
the Ben P.
Beautett's store was used as a place of worship.
In 1937 the congregation bought the old Presbyterian
building
and worshiped there for twenty years.
In 1957 the old building was torn down and the
present building was erected.
Approximately twenty ministers have served this congregation
in their effort to spread the gospel.

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES:

Sunday School each Sunday

10:00 a. m.

Worship Service each Sunday

Bible Study each Wednesday

11:00 a, m. and 7:30 p. on.

7:30 p. on.

Lloyd Cantor, Minister

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed
4n-%6$

The Citizen's Benk
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
2364653

E. W. James and Sons
Hickman

SUPERMARKETS
South Fulton
Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

433-1471

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street

472-1362

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

— In Operation 68 Years —

Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night
* Open Sunday Afternoons

•

W. D. Powers

Greenfield
Phone 333-32,3

Felten
Phials 472-1553

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Hornbeak Funeral Home
352 Carr Street
Futter, Ky.

473-1412

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or et your door
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

Henry L Siegel Company; he,
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

'Henry Edwards Trucking Co
MC64492
Clinton, Ky.

4533771

Donovan Program—Nation's Largest For Senior Citizens
by the Council on Aging, a
division of University Extension.
Anyone 65 or older, with or
without a high school diploma,
Is eligible to become a Donovan Scholar. The only prerequisites are that the applicant must consider himself to
be deeply motivated, and he
must perceive his mental and
physical
health to be good
enough to adjust to the vigorous
demands of campus life.
The university waives tuition
fees for Donovan Scholars. They
are eligible to enroll in courses
of their choice, use the libraries, report their illnesses to
the Student Health Service and
INITIAL RESOLUTION
park free on campus.
No. 71-8
They attend classes along
INITIAL RESOLUTION authorizing the issuance of not with all other students. They
may
also attend concerts, lecexceeding $520,000 bonds of the
other
City of South Fulton, Tennessee. tures, colloquims and
campus activities,
WHEREAS it is necessary
Many live in university housand advisable that the City of ing and
take their meals at
South Fulton provide certain
campus cafeterias. Others find
municipal improvements, and living
arrangements in private
said city is authorized by Sechomes and apartments. The
tions 6-1601 to 6-1632, inCouncil on Aging helps with
clusive, of Tennessee Code Anhousing problems.
notated to issue bonds to obThe Donovan Scholars may
tain funds for such purpose:
enroll in any courses offered
:NOW, THEREFORE, Be It
by any department in any colTEnsolved by the Board of Comlege of the university. Or they
missioners of the City of South
may enroll in any of the 13
Fulton, anon County, Tennes- community colleges.
see, that for the purpose of
Approximately 3000 courses
paying all or part of the cost
of improving certain streets are available to them ranging
in .said city, including neces- from freshman through gradDonovan
sary
storm water sewers, uate levels. Some
drains and bridges, there shall Scholars register for credit
and
pursue
degrees,
while
be issued the negotiable bonds
non-credit
of said city in the principal others enroll as
amount of not exceeding $520,- auditors. Both baccalaureate
000, which bonds shall bear and masters degrees have been
interest at a rate or rates not earned.
Favorite courses seem to be
exceeding 7 percent per annum.
Said bonds, both principal and in the areas of political science
and
applied skills. One gentle- NEVER TOO OLD--Margaret Ingels, 78, a Donovan Scholar at the University of
interest, shall be payable from
taxes to be levied for such man remarked that he had taken Kentucky, illustrates that young and old alike will sneak a few minutes of class time
purposes on all taxable pro- six history courses. A grand- to read a school paper. Mrs. Ingels is one of ninety-nine older adults studying at the
perty in the City of Sonth Ful- mother in the Donovan group university under the Herman L. Donovan Senior Citizens Fellowship Program.
ton without limitation as to seemed proudest that she was
wearing a dress she had made
rate or amount,
Adopted and approved this 11 in a flat pattern course in the
College of Home Economics.
day of May, 1971.
"I've sewn all my life," she
Dan Crocker
said,
"but I never knew how to
Mayor
The following people were
do it right."
Others enjoy art, literature, patients in Fulton's hospitals
Attest:
week of May 13:
the
interior design and occasionalHILL VIEW
ly, a Donovan Scholar enrolls
Elizabeth ',Hiker
Colonel John V. Parish, Jr., pertinent to the study, includMarcine Murphy, Cora Turin a physical education course.
Recorder
Lucy, Fred Lucy, Memphis District Engineer, U. ing technical, economic and
Deborah
ner,
In terms of acceptance by
Rupert, Hickman; S. Army Corps of Engineers, ecological and environmental
professors, Donovan Scholars Donald
Reviewed by
announced that the Corps of material. Oral statements will
rate extremely well. One bus- Swayne Cole, Oakton; Viola Engineers will hold a public be heard. However, for acCruce, Dukedom; Terry East,
iness
professor
has
found
that
Thurman M. Blake
Taylor, Wingo; Ruben meeting Thursday, June 3rd, curacy of record, all imporby sharing their Depression ex- Frances
City Manager
at 1:30 p.m. in the county court- tant facts and statements should
periences, the older students Hopson, Clinton;
be in writing and be handed
Blaylock,
Christy
Lotty house, Hickman, Kentucky.
have given younger students new
Approved as to form:
The purpose of the meeting to the presiding officer at the
insights into the economic con- Copeland, Mayfield; Frances is to present the results of a meeting or may be mailed prior
Conn, Water Valley;
Mary
ditions of the 1930's.
Hal Warren
Smith, Mildred Lewis, Dorothy study to determine the feasi- to the meeting to the underThe old theory: "You're only
City Attorney
Hopkins, Dick McIntyre, South bility of a project to alleviate signed at the address: Departas old as you think you are,"
Fulton; Fred Whitehead, Aline flooding in the western section ment of the Army, Memphis
seems
to prevail among the
It was moved by CommisDistrict Corps of Engineers,
Williams, Ellen Roland, Cecil of Hickman, Kentucky.
Donovan
Scholars.
sioner Matlock and seconded
plan of im- 668 Federal Building, MemThe proposed
Williams, Fulton.
One
said,
"I
have
kept
so
by Commissioner Owens that
provement consists of a pump- phis, Tennessee 38103.
Mailed statements should ining station, control gate on the
said resolution be adopted, and busy I haven't had time to
FULTON
upon roll being called the fol- think about how I feel toward
existing
culvert, and a sump dicate that they are in response
Edwin -Hudson, Columbus,
myself
and
others.
If
I
am
lowing voted:
storage area. In conjunction to this announcement. All stategetting old, I don't know it." Kentucky; Katherine Terrell, with these proposals, additional ments, both oral and written,
Yea: Mayor Crocker
The group can best be de- Martin; Mildred Taylor, Hick- efforts to improve the environ- will become part of the ofCommissioner Matlock
scribed as a mini-college with- man, Ruby Giffin, Union City; ment, such as landscaping and ficial written record on this
Commissioner Owens
Humphries, Clinton;
in the framework of the total Lillian
Nay: none
Christine
McMorris, Water selective spoil placement, are study and will be made availThe Mayor thereupon declar- institution. All Donovan Schol- Valley; Hugh Barnes, Mrs. included in the plan.
able for public examination.
ars attend special seminars on
ed said resolution adopted.
All interested parties are in011ie Chambers, AmandaJonaUpon motion of Mayor Crock- aging each week. The classes, kin, Nancy Kendall, Martha vited to be present or repreFinal selection of a plan for
er, seconded by Commissioner which deal with problems of Turner, South Fulton;
sented at the above time and recommendation to higher auOwens, and unanimously adopt- growing old, are taught by Dr.
place, including
representa- thority will be made only after
Beard,
Helen
Annie
Bell,
ed, the Recorder was
in- Earl Kauffman, director of the Mrs. Jule Brady, G. B. Butter- tives of Federal, and non-Fed- full consideration is given to
structed and authorized to cause Council on Aging.
worth, Frank Cardwell, Sally eral agencies, public agencies, the views of responsible agenCommenting on the pre
-n,
a copy of said initial resolution,
Chambers, Mrs. BennieColley, agricultural, commercial, in- cies, groups and citizens. HowDr.
Kauffman
said,
,'he
together with the following noBuna Hardy, Herman Harrison, dustrial, business, transpor- ever, this cannot be taken as a
tice, to be published in The Donovan Scholars are „ood Cozette Hill, Lonnie Holmes, tation, and utilities interests; commitment that the Federal
Fulton County News, Fulton, students. They have fewer, om- Lela McAlister, Mrs. DulaMc- civic, ecological and environ- Government will undertake any
interests than
the
Kentucky
and
Fulton Daily peting
Dade, Sara Powell, John Smith, mental, recreation and fish and Improvements or programs.
Leader, Fulton, Kentucky, a younger college student. They Mamie Stallins, Rita Tray/Man, wildlife organizations; and inhave
more
money
and
more
legally
qualified newspaper
Nelson Tripp, Mary Wagster, terested or concerned citizens,
published in Obion County and time. They don't need part time Thelma Whitlock, Fulton.
property owners and other in1i:tying a general circulation in jobs, and most important, they
terests.
have a wealth of wisdom."
World population will double
.,e City of South Fulton:
All parties, both pro and con,
to more than seven billion people will be afforded full opportunity
NOTICE
In the next 36 years, the United to express their views and furThe foregoing resolution has
nish specific data on matters
Nations predicted.
been adopted. Unless within ten
(10) days from the date
of
publication hereof a petition
The News takes pleasure in
signed by at least ten percent wishing "Happy Birthday" to
(10%) of the qualified electors the following friends: Keith
of the City of South Fulton shall Counce, Mrs. Kenneth Turner,
have been filed with the Recor- May 13; Mrs. W. C. Jacob,
der or Mayor protesting the Colette Medley, William Scott,
issuance of the bonds, such May 15; Ronnie Fields, Janiece
bonds will be issued as pro- Holman, May 16;
James Hicks,
posed.
Mrs. Mary Morris, May 17;
Follis Bermett, Lester Betty,
ELIZABETH LILIKER
Mrs. Cavita Olive, May 18;
Recorder
Philip Maddox, May 19.
City of South Fulton
Now in its sixth year, the
University of Kentucky's Donovan Program offers a unique
opportunity for senior citizens
over 65 years of age.
Since its beginning in February 1964, 261 older adults from
50 states and Canada have participated in the Donovan Program, the nation's largest for
senior citizens. Although interest in the program has been
widespread, over 81 percent
of the scholars are Kentuckians.
Founded in memory of the
late Herman L. Donovan, UK
President Emeritus, the Donovan Program is administered

HOSPITAL NEWS

Flood Project Study
Subject Of Meeting

SERVICE
USS FRANKLIN D. ROC6EVELT
Navy Airman
Frank S. Tamsett Jr., husband
of the former Miss Marjorie
1.
Collier of 801 Fairview,
ulton, Ky., is now serving
aboard the attack aircraft carrier USS Franklin D. Roosevelt in the Mediterranean.
Tamsett and approximately
4,500 other crewmen are com16th
memorating the ship's
deployment with
U. S.
the
Sixth Fleet.

County High School, and attend-

At the Chamber's last meetMg Harold Henderson was elected vice-president replacing
SPANGDAHLEM, Germany-- Ray Williams, who was transU. S. Air Force Staff Sergeant ferred to Mayfield.
Bobby J. Walker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Yates of Route
BPW ANNIVERSARY
1, Water Valley, Kentucky, has
arrived for duty at Spangdahlem
Mrs. Jetta Speight, Mrs.
AB, Germany.
DOWD Morgan, Mrs. Nancy
Sergeant Walker, a communiWalsall, Mrs. Mary MoPowell,
c ations specialist, is assigned
and Mrs. Ramelle eigue reto a unit of the Air ForceCommunications Service. He pre- cently attended a dinner :meetviously served at Tinker AFB, ing and candlelight ceremony
marking the 48th anniversary
Okla.
of the Business and ProfessionLUZON, Philippines -- U. al Women's Club of Mayfield.
S. Air Force Captain William
A. Leneave III, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Alex Leneave, 104 Henderson Drive, Fulton, has received the Air Medal for aerial
achievement in Southeast Asia.
Captain Leneave, a C-130
Hercules cargo-troop carrier
pilot, was cited for his outstanding airmanship and courage on successful and important
missions completed under hazardous conditions.
He was commissioned in 1967
through
Officer Training
School, Lackland AFB, Tex.
The captain's wife, Suzanne,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wade Freeman, 216 College
St., Martin, Tenn.

ed Murray State University.
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0. DAVIS does not believe that the Property
Value Administrator or Tax Commissioner should be
appointed. Do You?

CHARLES

CREDIT CARDS HONORED.

•^41

CHARLES 0. DAVIS will fight for your privilege to vote on
this very important office.
CHARLES

0. DAVIS will NOT vote for another raise In

Senator's salaries.
CHARLES 0. DAVIS will support legislation
criminal justice system.

14-HOUR SWITCHBOARD SERVICC

to improve the

CHARLES 0.

DAVIS will try, in every avenue open to him,
to get the automobile insurance rates reduced for the

ithifferilli ?dila
Resort Motel

good

driver.

VOTE AND WORK FOR

-

140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1.64
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
7:yiisi1 Kitchen Cat:Et..in,
Oweiwo

LINO

Jirn
A martin'

Sgag

SAVE
$351

telITIFIIS
11'01111 UI

ON
EVERY GALLON

Plane-30S-947-2613

As your next SENATOR from the First District
(Paid for by Committee for Charles 0. Davis; Billy (iribert

18901

Chuirman),

33160

GALLO

•1-Coat Covers any color
"Whitest Outside Paint you can bu
•Formulated to "Breathe"
"Dries in minutes
•Clean up with soap&water
SATISFACTION SUMMED ON MONEY SACK

CHARLES 0. DAVIS
CIA

S. P. MOORE & CO

(10IM ACRYLIC EXTERIOR)
There's a deadline for ordering space in
the Yellow Pages...and it's not far away.
And what about that extra listing
you've been needing ..for grandparents
or children—aunts or uncles?
This year's Telephone Directories are
about to become a closed book.
So call our Business Office now.

South Central Bell
4

S. P. MOORE & COMPANY

141 8, Broadway

three-3s
represe
regents
He
reprint
associa

P.10110 Reach. Donna Gayle Rifler's*,
Beatrice Joan Sisson, Kathleen Stonso,,.
Roth Virginia Taylor, Rosemary Warren.
Beulah Louisa Williams, Penelope Winslow.
Cotherine Darlene Wolff, MorieM Thor
man Alien. Allen Wayne Blanton. Rickie
Dean Brockweli. dicey Lynn brown. Harry
Nunelly Busher,. Thema, Charles By.,..,
Mark Capra. Rodney Commings, John
Dunker, Thomas Merlin Greer. William
Dennis Greer. Michael Roy Halley, James
Hulling, ill David Patrick Hendrix, Ronnie
Lynn Hollingsworth
Preddre Joe Hudson. StonHY HOrl• 100,0
Ray Irv.. Domicile Hayfield Jackson, Gary
Wolloara lotion, MIChael 041.0 McKinney.
Morris Gale Mendenhall. lorry Breaks
Oliver. Hugh Mark Pearce, James Alboev
Lerr.o Macs Pruett, Davod Gloria
Puckett •rther Withal., Reese. Jr. Kibbe
Joe Ross. Ricky Glynn Smith. DayrdKerrIck
Sneed, William Glary Stem, Stephan Walker,
William Dale Walker, and Cl, Warren. Jr

Ors

pflhtS

by his
State 1

(('ontinued from page one.)

CRYLIC LATE
HOUSE PAINT

•

M. D.
fessor

Johns, Linda Kay King. Dew. Largo, Idle
Maynard Brenda ORear DeWitt. Brenda
Carol Overby. Judy Powell, Kathy Procter.
aarbar• Pryor. Kathy Rhodos

PAIN
SALE
)

111
Fa
muR

REV. STOW-

INEs

SALES
RICE

MR. DAVIS

Beautiful motel rooms
and fully equipped
efficiencies with two
new double beds

C011INS AVENUE. MIAMI REACH

W. D. Armstrong, field agent
in horticulture from the Princeton Sub-Experiment Station,
Pginceton, will be in Fulton
County on Tuesday, May 18,
for a pecan grafting demonstration at 1:00 p.m. The meeting will be held at the StoneLedford pecan orchard—one
mile west of Hickman on Highway 94, Everyone is invited to
attend.

MFC.SUGGESTED PRICE $8.49

New Color IV. A Phones
in all rooms

• Conveniently Located—
lust minutes to all day or
night activities—Directly on
the ocean
Write or Call for Brochures
and rate Chats
0.1.0.40weer-litsnager

Pecan Grafting To
Be Demonstrated

A one-day consultative and
diagnostic heart clinic for medically indigent children will be
held in the First Presbyterian
and Broadway.
Church, 9th
Mayfield, on Friday, May 21.
This clinic will serve patients
from Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Marshall and McWEATHER REPORT
Cracken Counties.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky Heart Association, the
(From current readings and
Kentucky State Department of
records of Jim Hale, South
Health and the County Health
Departments, the clinic pro- Fulton.)
vides a diagnostic service for
Precip.
the patient, along with recom- Dale High Low
MAY 1971
mendations for treatment and
0
management of the case. It also 1
59
79
.4 rain
provides an opportunity for the 2
52
65
consult
physician
to
referring
0
39
68
3
with the clinician regarding his 4
0
36
71
patient.
.1
58
73
5
Only those indigent children 6
.2
65
76
who have a written referral 7
.5
62
80
from a physician will be ad- 8
55
71
mitted to the clinic:
47
0
9
82
81
.1
60
10
61
.1
71
11

Civic Leaders
Will Attend
UK Institute

Closs4

Din er's Club
American Express
Carte Blanche
Master Charge
Bank Americard
Charge),

Heart Clinic
Will Benefit
Needy Youth

Ariz. -- First
Chandler,
Lieutenant Joseph D. Weatherford, son of Mrs. Julia B.
Weatherford of Clinton, has
been awarded the silver wings
at Williams AFB, Arizona, upon
graduation from U. S. Air Force
pilot training.
Lt. Weatherford is
being
assigned to
the
3526 Pilot
Training Squadron at Williams
and will fly the T-37 Jet Trainer aircraft with a unit of the
Air Training Command,
The Lieutenant received his
commission in 1966 upon completion of Officer Training
School at Lackland AFB, Texas.
A 1961 graduate of Hickman
County High School, he earned
his B. S. degree in mathematics in 1966 at Murray State
University. He is a member of
Pi Kappa Alpha. His wife, Linda,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Three members of the F'ulJack F. Shelter of Vienna, Ill. ton-South Fulton
Chamber of
.
Commerce will attend an InArmy Pk. Marion L. Warren,
dustrial Institute May 19-21 at
21, son of Mrs. Eva M. Warren, the University of Kentucky.
Hickman, recently was assigned
Joe Tress president, will
to the 173rd Airborne Brigade in attend along with James NeedVietnam. Pfc. Warren, assigned, ham and Kenneth Crews. The
with Company D, 3rd Battalion{ institute, co-sponsored by UK,
lot the brigade's 503rd Infantry,' the
Kentucky
Chamber of
entered the Army in May, 1970,1 Commerce, and the Kentucky
Department
of
Commerce,
Ft.
training
at
complete basic
designated
to
assist
Bragg, N.C., and was last sta., is
tioned at Ft. Henning, Ga. He community leaders in atareas. new industry to their
is a 1968 graduate of Fulton tracting

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Directly on the ocean
Private Beach
• fatimming Pool
Air-Conditioned, heated
Coffee Shop
Cocktail lounge
- Self Service Laundromat
Free-Self parking at your
door
Pool Table
Shuffleboard
Free golf neat block
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Hassell To Represent
Faculty On MSU Board
MURRAY, Ky.,
Dr.
M. D. Hassell, associate professor of Biology, was elected
by his colleagues at Murray
State University today to a
three-year term as the faculty
representative on the board of
regents.
He defeated the incumbent
representative, Robert Hendon,
associate professor of agricul-

SNOW WHITE
HOUSE PAINT
$3.99 gallon
All Co/ors - Porch
& Deck Enamel

$3.99 gallon
WE MAKE KEYS
Railroad Salvage
Fulton, Ky.

Lake St,
me.)
orbs. Mho
g Brenda
Proctor.

nubbin.
1 Monsen.
V Warren,
▪ Masten
via The-, Mean
ant NOM
Ns Illynion,
gm AMIN
ay. Janne
Not, litoonee
Net. John
No. Gary
McKinney.
✓ Snooks
In •10.0
Nod Glom
'Ohba
NI X
t0 WaiStf
array. Jr

ture, by a two vote margin in
a tight run-off election.
Vote totals released by Wilson
Gantt, dean of admission and
chairman of the faculty election
committee, are Hassell, 126; and
Hendon, 124.
Hassell will step Into the post
which has held by Hendon for
the past year when the board
of regents meets Saturday.
"Recognizing the responsibil
ity that goes with the honor,"
Hassell said "I intend to represent all the members of the
faculty to the very best of my
ability."
A run-off election to determine
the winner for the non-voting
seat on the board of regents
became necessary when none of
the original five candidates involved in the balloting Thursday received a clear majority
of the votes.
Kentucky law enacted In 1968
provides for both student and
faculty representation on the
governing boards of state colleges and universities. Faculty
members holding the rank of
assistant professor or above are
eligible to vote according to
the statutes.

ABSOLUTELY
TO CATTLEMEN!
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Irpeting

STOCKADE
Fly-Control Blocks
The easiest and Surest way to stop flies
from pestering your Cattle.

and

iting

NOW'S THE TIME...
to lay in a supply of blocks and to stock

up ulthese.tarapus:Imand top-quality towels

Browder Milling Co.; Inc.
Fulton. Ky.

Dial 472-1300

STOCKADE tiLEdst

THE NE

WIth
Th, Am.
Ri•d Cross

FULTON. KENTUCKY
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Of interest to Homemakers

Purchase Area Youth Symphony
Orchestra Concerts Are Slated

The Purchase Area Youth
Symphony Orchestra will present its spring concerts on May
16 in the University School auditorium at Murray State University and on May 17 at Paducah
Tilghman High School auditorium.
The group is made up of junior and senior high school music
students from seven cities in the
area. They come from Murray;
Mayfield; Paris, Tenn.; Martin,
Tenn.; Lone Oak; Reidland; and
NICK NEWBERRY
Paducah.
The PAYSO group was organizied in 1969 to create opportunities for student group participation in an outstanding musicial
organization. The waning interest in stringed instrument study
and the lack of opportunity for
students of stringed instruments
to take part in a group effort
Nick were the initial factors leading
MURRAY, Ky.,
T. Newberry of Omaha, Neb., to the formation of the group.
At the present time, most of
national president of the Woodstring-performers are from Murmen of the World insurance so- '
ciety, will be the spring com- ray and Paducah, where string.
mencement speaker at Murray programs have been conducted.
for the students for several
State University June 5.
He will address the 48th spring years.
Professor Neale B. Mason Is
graduating class at 10 a.m. in
the university fieldhouse. Both the conductor of the orchestra,
mid-year and spring graduates and Professor Leonard D. Whitare awarded degrees during the mer is the group's manager. The
program was begun under the
program.
The baccalaureate service Is auspices of Murray State Unischeduled for 8 p.m. June 4 In versity.
the university auditorium.
The orchestra has 43 memA native of Arkadelphia, Ark.,
bers. For its spring concert, it
Newberry has been associated
will be joined by Will Stice of
with the Woodmen throughout
North Marshall High School who
his entire business career. He
will play the classical guitar in
has also served as national secretary, national treasurer, ad- a five-movement suite by the
ministrative assistant to t h e 16th century composer, Dowpresident, a n d vice - president land. The suite was arranged
and director for membership for guitar and orchestra by
Stice's teacher, Elmo Reed.
services.
Before moving into the naOther selections on the protional headquarters, he ha d
been a field representative and
state manager in California and America, an executive committee member and vice president
later the state manager in North
Carolina, living in Charlotte 17 in charge of the administrative
council of the Omaha Chamber
years. He was secretary of the
of Commerce, chairman of the
Pacific Jurisdiction and presiadministrative boa rd of the
dent of the North Carolina FraFirst United Methodist Church,
ternal Congress.
and a director of both the OmaNational president since
ha National Bank and Bishop
March, 1967, Newberry has takClarkson Hospital,
en an active part in the civic,
religious and social life of Omaha. He is president-elect of the
National Fraternal Congress of

Graduation
Plans Are
Set At MSU

SUPER SAVINGS
At Evans Drug
3bardi
Men's

TRAVEL KIT
Reg. $5.98

$2.99

gram will be "Adagio and Allegro" by Corelli, "The Walk to
the Paradise Garden" by Delius, "Hungarian Dance" from
Tschaikowsky's "Swan Lake
Suite", and "An Outdoor Overture" by Aaron Copeland.
Members of the orchestra are:
From Murray: Sarah Sams
and John McKee, flute; Becky
Terhune. oboe; Freya Larson,
Clarinet; Barbara Van Meter,
French horn: Larry Stinker,
trombone; Kip Mason, Sharon
Moore, and Ellen Teitloff. violin.
From Mayfield: William Horton, French horn; David Tucker, trumpet; Matt Boston, trombone; David Moffitt, percussion,
and Beth Braboy, violin;
From Paris, Tenn.: Lisa Wall,
bassoon;
From Martin, Tenn. Susan

Carp, cello;
From Lone Oak; Nancy Haydon, flute and piccolo: Rusty
McElrath, bassoon, and David
LeDoux. trumpet;
From Reidland: Janise Brown,
clarinet; Macie Flanary, French
horn; Steven Bradley, percussion; Vicki Clayton, mallet instruments, and Mark C a i n,
string bass.
From Paducah: Karin Bretdenbach, oboe; Tom Brown,
French horn; Dan Beard, trombone; Joey Gullet, tympani;
Pat Lynch, keyboard; Nancy
Ragsdale, Jill Sinclair, Cathy
Pepper, Sherman Swanson, Linda Brown, Cathy Dotson, Nancy
Lynch, Caryn Fox, and Chris
Myre, all on violin; Sarah Lynn
and Diane Potts, viola; Robert Story and Tomi Thomas.
cello, and Alvin Krinard, string
bass.

20 DEGREES BELOW
The temperature on an averWASHINGTON — Since 1968, age summer day at the South
soybeans and soybean products, Pole is about 20 degrees below
totaling over 81 billion annually, zero — relatively warm when
have been the United States' top contrasted with the Pole's windollar earner among agricul- ter temperatures, which can
dip to -113 degrees F.
tural exports.

Soybeans Top Earner

COL. RUBERT AINLEY Invites Everyone To
Another

PUBLIC SALE
Saturday, May 15, 1971, 10:00 A. M.
"Selling at the Mrs. Roxie Hawks Home"

Located 5 miles southeast of Latham, Tenn.
Turn South off
Hwy 8013, (Latham-Palmersville Road) onto
the New Hope
Baptist Church Road, then South again at
the 2nd left,
(Unity Church Road). Then proceed to second
house on left.
WATCH FOR SALE ARROWS.

Here's a tip for
you other soybean growers...
Lassdplus Lorox tank mix
is your best bet for great
weed control!
Just tank mix Lasso liquid from Monsanto. with Lorox SOW
for broad spectrum control. Yes sir. Lasso plus Lorox gets
grasses such as the Brachiaria. Crabgrass and Seedling John
songrass, and tough broadleafs like Pigweed, Ragweed.Smart
weed and Lambsquarters.
Lasso EC plus Lorox has proven lobe the ideal broad spectrum
weed control combination for soybeans in the South. If you
used Lasso before, you know how well it works Now get even
better grass and broadleaf control with a Lasso plus Lorox
tank mixture. It could be one of your wisest decisions this year
for higher soybean yields and better profits.

For the correct ratio of Lasso to Lorox best suited to
your soil and crop, see your
Farm Chemical Supplier
now. Ask him for one of the
Lasso handy rate and application booklets.

(Breaking Up Housekeeping)
Household - Curios - Misc.

Monsanto

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

MRS. ROXIE HAWKS, Owner,

St Louis, Missouri 63166

Route 4, Dresden, Tennessee — Phone 799-5052

Ainley's Auction Service

Southern States Cooperative,Inc.

Col. Rubent Ainley, Auctioneer

Fulton, Ky. Service Fulton, Ky.
PHONE: 479-2352

Dukedom, Tenn, Lic, No, 6 Pho. 822-3593 or
472-1371
If you are selling or buying call "Ainley's
Auction Service"
Our Service Doesn't Cost — It Pays

Your Southern States Cooperative Agency

Agriculture
is for
Bert Combs

Gillette

FOAMY
for the Diploma Set !

6' i-ozi

Gifts for $5.00 or Less

• Built the $8 million Agricultural Research Center at the University of Kentucky, and the

Reg 89c

Coldstream Dairy Research farm.

59c
Gillette

Hose
Lingerie
Scarves

Gloves
Cologne
Sport Hats

Jewelry
Belts
Mini Sleepers

Gifts for $10.00 or Less
Shorts
Skirts
Gowns
Robes

Purses
Umbrellas
Perfumes
Slacks
Lingerie Sets

• Will re-estoblish the government commission

BIGHT GUARD
7-oz. Size
Reg. $1.59

$1.09
WHITE RAIN

on agriculture—a body which in

BERT COMBS

• Will actively engage in the betterment of
marketing form products. HE IS CONCERNED

Hair Spray
Reg. $1.49 Size

ABOUT NET FARM INCOME . . . IN WHAT
THE FARMER HAS LEFT AFTER EXPENSES.

88c
• SUPPORTED AGRICULTURE IN EVERY MEAS-

Spuntex Reg. $5.95

URE BROUGHT BEFORE HIM DURING HIS
FIRST ADMINISTRATION, AND IS PLEDGED
TO ANOTHER OPEN DOOR POLICY TO AGRICULTURE.

Support Hose
Gift Certificates

Lycra & Nylon
Seamless Dress Sheer

Available in any Desired Amount

$2.98

New "HOT PANTS" Sets

Alka Seltzer

Reasonably Priced

"A VOTE FOR COMBS IS A VOTE FOR AGRICULTURE"

Reg. 51.19 Size

ELECT

99:
RINSE AWAY
14-m, Size
R••• $2.00

Southern Village Shopping Center, South Fulton

his four

years as governor increased income for the
former by more than $200,000,000.

$1.39
3ardi

,
la*.I.

EVANS DRUG CO.
• Lake SC
Fulton
4
.
111111
.
11111111
.
01111
.
.
41 11111
'

BERT COMBS

Governor

JULIAN CARROLL

Lt. Governor

411119,Paid for by Fulton County Combs-Carroll Campaign Committee; Ray Williams, treksurer.

111LSU ROTC

Afro-American
Program Set

In,structors
ffrasstgned
MURRAY, Ky.
-MajorirJohn E. Big& and Richard
L. Italia rd have been reassiged and will be leaving their
poenr with ther ROTC unit at
Mangy State this summer.
TO brings to six the number
of .a?mmissioned members of
the IdSU ROTC staff who are
benne reassigned.
P. Biggio, a native of San
Anttinio, Texas, will return to
Vietnam in August for his seconttour of duty there. He came
to lAurray State after serving
w tt h the 1st Battalion, 69th
Armor in Vietnam.
Mstj. Big& is a graduate of
the _University of Nebraska at
Omaha.
Maj. Mallard, also a native of
Texas, will be assigned to Germany after attending Arm y

Fulton, Ky.

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
—Western Kentucky University
Is the second college in Kentucky to implement an AfroAmerican studies program.
The school's board of regents,
meeting Wednesday, approved
the 21-credit-hour interdisciplinary minor. A similar program is
offered at Kentucky State College In Frankfort.
The board also approved an
Increase in dormitory room
rates from $130 to $140 per
semester.

CLINIC
For All Dogs In Fulton County
4.7;
"
41'
31. Act' AI •

st
.'*

et,vtrt..

HARD OF HEARING
'This personalized TV amplifier is guaranteed to
make THE HARD OF HEARING ... hear TV or
Radio much better and clearer without increased
olume or your money bock!
W

S

moil

ortpildteroin the
Utlitcd Stotfl.

Highest Quality. Low
Cott. You would have to
pay much more without
our special purch•se.

Pliese Send This Only To The Hord of Hooting Service ... Our
Sultply Is Lornited.

Moil Coupon and $1.00 to*"."*".".
Beltone Hearing Service
7:

P0. Boo 727—Paducah

dty

—
Fulton County Health Dept.
— SPONSORED BY

Special Offer
TV ATTACHMENT
Or Relative Who Is

4p.•
I

0,M14.44
,s.•41°*,
*4'tt tr

OFFICERS ELECTED --Members of the Obion
County Education Association. Thursday night
at Obion Central, elected K.M Winston,
(center) principal of South Fulton Elementary
School. as their new president. Named vicepresident was Oden Fowler (left) of Cloverdale

V

Myers Animal Clinic

l._,441

Fulton, Kentucky

while Mrs. Margaret Gray of South Fulton was
elected secretary Mrs. Lafayne Reed of the
superintendent's office, not pictured, is the new
treasurer. Lonnie Grady of Kenton (right ). the
retiring president, congratulates the new officers. (Photo by Adelle

MSU Signs 6-6 Cager
MURRAY, Ky.—T. C. Jamison. a 6-6 forward-center from
South Bend, Ind.. has signed a
basketball grant-in-aid with Murray State University.
Jamison averaged 18 points
and 14 rebounds last season for
South Bend Adams High School,
which won its sectional and regional tournaments. Jam is on
was named to all-conference, allsectional. all-regional, and AllNorthern Indiana all-star teams.
The son of Mrs. Georgians
Jamison of South Bend, Jamison's high school coach was

—ASSISTED BY—

-Z"*.",'-A

Dave Hadaway.
Murray assistant coach Fred
Overton signed Jamison to the
Murray grant and he called him
an outstanding player with a
bright future in the Ohio Valley
Conference. "T. C. has a great
attitude, is a fierce competitor,
is a good jumper, rebounder,
and shooter, and is extremely
quick," Overton said.

special selection
of guaranteed

SATURDAY, MAY 15, 1971

Mushrooms Total
189 Million Pounds

- - SCHEDULE - -

NEW YORK — The United
States produces about 189 million pounds of mushrooms a
year. Per capita consumption by
Americans now exceeds 1.12
pounds a year, double the figure
of a decade ago, and it is expected to double again by 1985.

Trading With Reds Up

WASHINGTON—U.S. exports
to Eastern Europe rose from
$198 million in 1966 to 8345 milDuring the last season, Jami- lion in 1970. U.S. imports from
son hit 51 per cent of his field this region climbed from $179
goal attempts and 81 per cent million to $220 tnillion in the
of his free throws.
same period.

SUMMER SAVERS

1

Hickman Elementary No. 2 (Riverview) School
9:00 A. M.-10:15 A.M.
Cayce School— 10:30 A. N.— 11:30 AM.
Myers Animal Clinic, Fulton, Ky.-1:00 P. M.-2:00 P.IL

Used Cars.
CHEVROLET Impala 4-door hardtop,
blue, vinyl top, V8, automatic, power
steering, factory air.
Three others as above but in different colors.
1970 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE, 2-door,
Tennessee tags, grey, V8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, factory
air, custom wheel covers, extra nice!
1070 BUICK 225 Limited (2) one black, one
blue, each with vinyl top, V8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, power
windows, power seats, factory air.

1969 IMPALA 4-door sedan, Kentucky
tag,
gold and white, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air.
1969 FORD LTD station wagon, Tennessee
tags, green, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air; nice!
1968 BUICK Wildcat 4-door sedan, Tennessee tag, white. V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air.
1968 OPEL LS, Kentucky tag, blue, 4-speed,
radio.
1967 CAPRICE 4-door hardtop;
green, V8,
automatic,

power

steering,

brakes, factory air, vinyl top.

; TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK
"there the best teals are TAYLOR MADE"
"SEE ONE OF THESE SALESMEN" • -

12
)

FOR THE CAPAN
,. 70O
sW
,

tin..

too

HAIR DRYERS
3 Only!
$11.88

LUGGAGE SETS
aWn

CLAIROL ELECTRIC

$19.88

HAIR SETTER
With 20 rollers
$22.88

LADIES LOVELY

LOUNGING PAJAMAS
$5.50 and $6.50
LADIES

PEIGNOIR SETS
White and pastels $4.39
SPECIAL PURCHASE!
Famous Brands

MENS SLACKS
Sizes 29 to 36

$4.99

MENS AND LADIES

WATCHES
Brand Names!
17 Jewels: 1-Year GuaraniVALUES TO $69.50r

$19.95
LADIES BLOUSES
$1.50
DOUBLE KNIT
$3.88 to $4.98 Yard

9 - Inch Portable Sharp

TV
BATTERY or ELECTRIC

$99.88 Complete
MENS BAN LON SHIRTS
$3.99

Mike Williams, Warm Tuck, Manus Williams,
Aubrey Taylor, Venn Sprain aid Dal Taylor
1110101FAT 307
FULT

Ta

ONE RACK ONLY!

_

F..

PO

'SAC,

power

1969 FORD 2 TON TRUCK. Red with V-8
4-speed transmission and 2-speed axle.
Brand new midwest bed and hoist. 14'5"
bed. Ready to go.
1970 BUICK Skylark 2-door hardtop; brown,
vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steer1968 CHEVROLET 1, -ton pickup truck,
ing, power brakes, factory air, extra
Kentucky tag, blue. 6-cylinder, standard
nice!
transmission, with a nice camper with
windows all around and an extra seat.
1070 CHEVELLE convertible, Kentucky tag,
red color, V8, automatic, power steerWe Have A Salesman On Duty
Until 8:
ing, power brakes, factory air, extra p. m.
Monday thru Friday and on Saturday
nice.
afternoons until 5: p. m.

GMAC

PRII

COST — $1.50 FOR EACH DOG

Regularly $30.00

IMPALA Custom Coupe, Tenn. tags,
Sandalwood color, vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes,
factory air, white tires, tinted glass, big
wheel covers, extra nice, low mileage;
we sold it new.

Page 2

Rabies Control

schools at Fort Bliss, Texas and
Fort Knox. He joined the ROTC
staff at Murray State in 1968
after his second tour of duty in
Vietnam.
Maj. Mallard received his
commission through ROTC after graduating from Sam Houston State University.

Give This Gift To A Friend

Thursday, May 13, 1971

MENS SUITS
$28 and $50
LATEST STYLES IN
Shorts, Regulars and Longs

P. N. HIRSCH & CO•
ON, KT.

615 BROADWAY, SOUTH FT!LTON
Hours: Mon. thru Thu:,8:30-6:Fri.- Sat.- 8:30 8

master charge

cc
DI

, EE

Fulton,-Ky.

MODEL 1910 - T TIN LIZZIE WILL BE GIVEN AWAY
At 9:00 P. M. Saturday, July 3rd. The Lizzie is on display in our store. — 10 BASKETS OF GROCERIES

Thursday, May 13, 1971

nth Fallon

/S

Tennessee

C

WILL BE GIVEN AWAY EACH SAT. At 9:00 P. M..

Page rf,

Winners will be posted in store on Monday. No Purchase

1BERTY4. 40013,-

necessary. Register often. We Reserve the right to limit
Quantities.
1910

STORE HOURS
Monday Thru Thuruday 8:00 A. M. TO 8:00
P.
Friday and Saturday 8:00 A. M. TO 9:00 P. M.
M.
Sunday 9:00 A. M. Ti.ru 7:00 P. M.
Prices good from Wednesday thru the following Tuesday

T

MODEL
ItitplIca
50"
Wheelbase

?
.

3 HP
Engine

.

Grade "A"

4No

Appian Way Reg. 53

BoxEs$1
4
PIZZAS

RUNS AND HANDLES LIKE A REAL CAR!

DRINKS
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

4

1 lb.

la, .

CA

Royal Oak

a
.
g
LB.
i
b
b
Charcoal

,

10

PIZZAS

89c

bottle

12-oz. Jar __ 49c

PEANUT BUTTER

New! From
Colgate

69c

PUNCH

61/2 oz. Cans

Van Camp

HEINZ

0 KETCHUP

32-oz. Bot.

59c

BUNNY SWEET

ROLLS

1

69c

With this coupon and addi. $7.50 purchase
Tobacco and Dairy Products Excluded.

ADAMS

il

12 Oz.
cans

Each

Coupon Worth 14c With this Coupon
No other purchase necessary—Limit 1
(Void After May MO

59

20 oz.
Size

3 190

Medium
Yellow

I
ilb.
az

-

Dozen

39c

U. S. NO. 1 RED

RADISHES

Bag

.,.

10c

FLORIDA

POTATOES

10 Lb. Bag

59c

RUSSETT

S

Dozen

39c
Lb. 19c

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
Detergent
29c

Fruit Pies
Apple - Peach
Cherry

BANANAS

Lb. 10c

Lb. 29c

PET RITZ

LEMONS

GREENS

SCOTT TOWEL

27

14-oz. Pkg. ___ _ 79c_

Sliced Rindless

SWIM? ..

ME GROWN

Cecil's Liberty Coupon

Lb.

HUSH PUPPIES

GOLDEN RIPE

Sweet Sue Chicken

Jumbo

Whole

FISH STICKS

Miss Liberty

3 $
oN oNs.

550 mORANGE
$1.00

-

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
Cokes, Pepsis, 7-up.

Lb. 69c

SPARE RIBS

CELLO

3PKGS.

Lb. 49c

TRADE WINDS

_

Orange
Juice

$1

BEEF LIVER

TRADE WINDS

rrozen

with coupon

Lb. 49c

PORK BRAINS

Country Skillet
U.S. Inspected
Grade ."A"

Lb. 19c

NECK BONES

Detergent

Reg. 20oz. pkg.12

TUNA
4
SOAP
DU MPLI 1165
Coupon

Lb. 39c

39 B i coN

18-oz

All Flavors

9

3 Lb. Can __

49

FRESH SLICED

BOLOGNA

FRESH - SMALL

SHORTENING
Heinz Barbecue

0.

Lb. 45c

FRESH

4- 5-oz. Cans ___ $1.00

Bviatrths

lb.

FRESH

Nam

590 FRYERS

24-oz

RICHTEX

Jergens Bath Size

lb.

Liberty Pimento

Sausage
or Cheese

69
330
890

lb.

Fresh Frozen

OLD FASHIONED—LARGE

3 Lb.Can

CRISCO

3 Cans __ $1.00

(Veld After May leth)

Lb.79c

U.S. Choice
Chuck
It's Cooking Out Time

SMOKED

JIFF

4 Bottles

Lb. 39c

Lb.89c

Fresh Country Style

Torintos frozen

49c

15-oz. Bag

COOKIES

Scott Towels

DRINKS

AK

190sTE

ALL VEGETABLE

19/2-oz.

With coupon below
Roll2

P
HO
ARN
K SAUSAGE
CENTER SLICES

STEAK

SUNSHINE CHIP -A - KOOS

_ ESSON 0 I.

Jumbo

COUNTRY STYLE

Lb.89c

SHOULDER SWISS

..

11).51p

Duncan Hines
White - Choclate 18 1/2
Chickasaw
Yellow -Lemon oz.l
Rindless
Sliced b
Supreme
Ar

.

LICE

Fresh
Ground

3 lb. or more

C CHUCK

Miss Liberty
White
29
20 oz
Round Top Loaf

Size

with beans
Southern Bell Vienna

Lb. 25c

lb.

Giant

CHILI

FAT BACK

HENS
BREAD. BACKBONE 24x CHEESE
9 BACON

Detergent

I

bag

Lb. 33c

JOWLS

iM BURGER

(with
cbupon)

RICE

TIDE
79

S

Center Cuts __ Lb. 79c

27c

2 300 Cans

TOMATO JUICE 3 - 46-oz. Cans $1.00

SAUSAGE

Bottles

Med.590
Cut lb.

NICE THICK

Riceland

SACRAMENTO

49c

FRESH LEAN GROUND

Coca-Cola 28-oz.
Pepsi's 32 oz.
7-Up 28 Oz.
Or Dr. Peppers 28 oz.

U. S. Choice

SMOKED SLICED

SMOKED

PORK CHOPS

Vill''

—

I2-oz. Pkg.

_FRANKS

Iii

KELLY'S

Here After You Purchase $45.00 or more. Plus $1.00

ARMOUR or MORRELL

Miss Liberty
Mectium

PORK & BEANS

$28.98 Value - Genuine Ekco Eterna Stoneware—$10.99

EGGS C LICK ROAST

r

S6
'
e

PUNCH

20-oz. Pkg.

12c
Coupon Worth 17c With this coupon
No other purchase necessary. Limit 1
(Void After May 19th)

POTATOES
--rwrgi
GREEN ONIONS

20 Lb.Bag

89c

Bunch

10c

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
Jergens Bath Size
SOAP
4 Bars
WITH COUPON
(Void After May lfth)

19c
-

Th

Thursday. AL iv 13. 1971

Fulton, Ky.
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CELEBRATION
Come in . . . see our many Magnavox Anniversary Values that are now
specially priced — including Stereo Portables and Component Systems,
Radios, Tape Recorders, plus Monochrome and Color TV!

Complete
with
Headphone ,

11" diagonal measure COLOR PORTABLE TV
Slim-and -trim portable model 6104 will delight you with its vivid 69 sq. in.
pictures, plus its many other quality Magnavox features—such as: Automatic
Color Purifier, telescoping antenna, plus exclusive Bonded Circuitry chassis with
Keyed AGC for superior reception and lasting reliability. Enjoy it on tables,
shelves, bookcases—or on a convenient optional mobile cart.

Anniversary Priced

s229

NOW ONLY

e
Oh
Kee
and
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high
from
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fel
Urea.

Anniversary Priced

NOW ONLY

$9995

Portable Stereo Phonograph—model
2517 offers the full enjoyment of your favorite
recordings. It has two detachable or swingout speakers plus a precision Automatic Player
that lets your records last a lifetime.

Simulated TV Pictures

STEREO FM/AM
RADIO SYSTEM

Two
acco
anti
P
Line

Anniversary Priced
NOW ONLY S8495

4CCO

foal
just
Brit

12", diagonal meast4e„ggrgt,%model 109 will brinijadetWirikw
in. pictures—even from
t
stations. It has telescoping antenna and retractable carrying handle for true portability.
3
Compact Stereo Phonograph Component Sys-.
tem — solid - state model 9280 sounds so big, yet costs
so little! It has continuously variable bass/treble controls; two 6" extended-range speakers; new Magnavox
Micro-Changer with 8" turntable. Complete with protective plastic dust cover (not shown)—only $99.95

ko

Now you can enjoy magnificent Magnavox sound . . . in compact,expertly pre-matched
music systems that go anywhere with complete flexibility of arrangement—smaller rooms,
apartments, mobile homes—on tables, shelves, or bookcases. And—you may connect them
yourself in just minutes. Model 1711 has 10-Watts EIA music power, two full-range AirSuspension speakers, no-drift FM /AFC, tuned RF Stage on FM, FM Stereocast Indicator,
plus many more features for outstanding listening. Magnavox Micro-Changer, model 8883
(only $45) may be added for a complete Radio-Phonograph system. Hear it soon I

Only

$11995

BIG SCREEN COLOR TV
with AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING

Anniversary
Priced
NOW ONLY

939"

Modestly-priced Cassette Resprder
model 9030 operates on batteries or on AC
with adaptor (both included). Also with
microphone, earphone, accessory case and
blank cassette. An exceptional value!

Switch channels as often as you wish—these outstanding Magnavox values will also give you a
perfectly-tuned Ultra-Bright 23" d;agonal measure
picture—instantly and automatically. They also include Quick-On pictures and sound plus Chromatone
for added picture depth and richer colors. Early
American—model 7104; Contemporary—model
7102. See these outstanding values today!

Anniversary Priced

Your Choice
Anniversary Priced

NOW ONLY

449

NOW ONLY S1095
AM Portable Pocket Radio—model 1011
will bring you amazing room -filling sound
and outstanding performance. Complete with
batteries, earphone, carrying cases and jack
for optional AC adaptor. A great gift!
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WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By -Pass Fulton, Kentucky
Cl
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Kentucky tam Among States
Falling Short On Education
NEW YORK
— The
Carnegie Commission on Higher Education said Monday that
21 states are failing to provide
what it considers adequate support for higher education.
The privately financed cammission said that, based on the
latest available statistics, four
states—Connecticut.
Georgia,
New Jersey and Virginia—
failed to meet two of the four
!seta used to determine adequate support.
Seventeen states—Alaska,DelaWare, Maine, Massachusetts,
Ne v ad a, New Hampshire,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, Alabama, Illinois,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, New York
and North Carolina failed one
of the tests.
The commission said "emergency" efforts to increase the
support were needed where:
—Less than 70 per cent of
high school students graduate
from high irchoot Alabama,
Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Mississippi, and North Carolina
fatted that iest, using 1969 figures.

—Less than .6 per cent of per
capita income is spent through
state end local taxes for higher
education. Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, New Jersey,
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia failed by 1967-88 figures.
—Fewer than 30 places are
provided by public and private
higher education for every 100
people of college age. Alaska,
Georgia, Nevada, South Carolina and Virginia failed that
test in 1968 figures.
—A state's net export of students is greater than 15,000.
Connecticut, Illinois, Maryland,
New Jersey and New York exceeded that figure in Die fag el

State," she continued. "People
in any business dealing with distribution of goods or services
would find these students capable and responsible."
on-the-job employment
By DWAIN McINTOSH
Citing the theory of distribuMURRAY, Ky. — Job hunting to complement his classroom in- tive education as permitting
a
in a tight job market is an edu- struction.
student "to plant one foot in
Often their search is frustrat- the classroom
cation in itself.
and the other in
But for students in distributive ing, according to Dr. Alberta the business community," Miss
education at Murray State Uni- Chapman, professor of business Chapman said the program is
versity, it has even greater edu- education at the university. aimed primarily toward the
cational meaning. They must Availability of high school stu- marketing or merchandising of
have occupational work experi- dents for distributive education goods and services at both manence to fulfill requirements for jobs and the overall slack em- agement and non-management
ployment picture at present are levels.
a degree.
factors Miss Chapman sees as
She added that the distribuA student in the vocational inmaking the problem acute.
tive education program at Murstructional program must work
"Some very fine young people ray State requires placement of
a minimum of 250 supervised
are involved in the distributive about 10 students
a year at
hours plus a summer of apeducation Program at Murray training stations.

Distributive Education
Students In Need Of Jobs
proved

1968, according to the commission.
The commission said the first
test indicates how many young
people will have a chance for
higher education. The second
shows the potential quality and
quality of college opportunities.
the third and fourth tests indicate whether a state is carrying its minimum share of the
burden.

Fulton, Ky.
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"Business people in West Kentucky who need employes in distributive-type Jobs are invited to
call us here at the university to
explore the possibility of fitting
one of our students into the
opening," Miss Chapman said.
She continued that the students "will go as far away as
necessary" to take employment
that will enable them to get
training related to their occupational interests.
Begun in the fall of 1909, distributive education at Murray
State now includes the BS degree With an area in distributive
education and the MA degree in

business education with an emphasis in distributive education.
A major -in distributive education will probably be offered
next fall.
Miss Chapman said a summer
workshop in distributive education will be offered. To run
three weeks July 6-22, the course
Will be entitled Business Education 519. Advertising and Sales
Promotion Practices. Open to
both graduate and upper level
undergraduate student s, the
class will meet three hours
daily for three semester hours
of credit.

WE'RE TAKING DEAD AIM AT INFLATION WiTiC7

Chemical Fibers
Used In Yarn Gain
BONN — Of the total yam
processed by West German textile mills last year, 23 per
cent
was supplied by chemical
fibers
and 77 per cent by spun
yarn.
In 1960, chemical fibers
accounted for only 11 per cent of
the output, spun yard for 89 per

WHERE "FRESH" THINGS HAPPEN

Huge Ships Are Very Accommodating

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., MAY 15
...

•

So -weve
• •

o
spilp /BATHROOM TISSUE

SOFT WEVE
Two huge British passenger ships, either of which could
accommodate all the passengers which can be carried by the
entire American passenger fleet, were in San Francisco recently.
P & 0 Lines' 45,000-ton Canberra is seen departing. P & 0
Lines' 42,000-ton Oriana sailed the following day. Each has
accommodations for more than 2,000 passengers, while the
todil capacity of the four remaining American passenger ships is
just over 1,600—almost 100 less than the combined crews of the
British ships.

2 CT.
PKGS.

rn SUPER RIGHT (BLADE CUT)
H&G
Le.37c Chuck Roast LB
Whiting LE,
SUPER RIGHT
ak
JUMBO SIZE
BONELESS
LE,
Chuck Steak i.e .84/ Frog Legs LB

X LOIN SLICED

69t

Pork Chops
FIRST CUT
Pork Chops

.40,411Qtra,"=4k.

Shop Fridays
'til 8: p. m.
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Bound
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DETAILS AVAILABLE

SLICED BACON

AT YOUR A&P

8 OZ.
PKGS.

GOLDEN RIPE

BANANAS
FRESH CALIF.

The best-dressed graduates
this year will be wearing...

Strawberries9%4
79 10Le.

so se sot
THIS WEEK AT YOUR
FRIENDLY A & P STORE

WASHINGTON STATE
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ITEMS

EXTRA FANCY 138's
VINE RIPE

Tomatoes

CELLO
LB.39C SWEET YELLOW t1 Kale

NEW TEXAS YELLOW

a

Onions

vh),(L394

5 CORN49
EARS

29

100Z.
PKG..,

PRICED AT 3-4-5-6 FOR $1.00
TO wizit
YOUR DOLLARS!

BIBB

Lettuce ....Le.59
4
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GPO'

Ileallonte
CREAM STYLE OR
WHOLE KERNEL

GOLDEN
CORN
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'°I.DEN
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4

17 OZ.
CANS

of course, but the right shoes certainly add pleasure
to graduation and its accompanying activities. We

16 OZ.
CANS
N

recommend larmon shoes unreservedly. You get corcomfort — all fore price that goes easy on your budget.

Lake Street

KLEENEX

Fulton, Ky.
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SPANISH BAR
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mind,and let us fit you Ins pair.

JANE PARKER
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hey're not as significant as your diploma,

Why not come in now, while the matter Is on your
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Fulton routes 1,2,3,4,5
The Shopper is delivered by mail to all
homes in Fulton and Clintoni and to all
boxholders on the following routes in
the Fulton trade area:

Martin route 3

orofton

11,04*

1Voo4iond Molls

COUNTY NEWS at 209 Commercial

(502) 472-1600 or 472-3412.
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And you can't get more accurate delivery than that: it's put right in the
mailbox.
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WENT Wheelchairs.

crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 406 Lake
/111.
Fulton, Ky

So MUC/L
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5C per word
to reach
6,500 Homes

THERE
'
S A QUALITY

WANTED: Clean cotton raps
without buttons. Bring to News
office.

:•:•:•:

City Tire Co.
, lot W.

Q.

I jut turned 65 and
applied for. Medifaxe
weet I now'find that I (will
have to go to the hospital
very soon. What will happen if I do not have my
card before I'm admitted?
A. You will be covered
just as if you had your
card. If necessary, the hospital can call the social
security office to verify
your Medicare coverage.

THUR., FRI., SAT.,
MAY 13-14-T5
—
PLUS—

JOSEPH COITE;1
rI

_mstoos

Q. I will be 65 in April.
I have always been a homemaker and I have never
— PLUS
been employed. My son tells
me I should apply for Medicare. Can I get Medicare?
(Yi'ttflILL1
A. Yes. You should apply
tg•
for Medicare 3 months before you are 65. Since you
have never worked under
social security yourself,
you will not be eligible for
iun., Mon., Tues., Weld the hospital part of Medicare unless your husband
May 16-17-18-19 qualifies for social security
or railroad retirement benefits. But, you can sign up
for the medical insurance
part of Medicare even if
you cannot get hospital insurance protection.
IN C0,001

(

Ne,ra••

GIRL ve
LIKO •
MO Barbara
Ferris

2

••••

French Use
More Plastics

per eir or refii
f ed at sun'
0,01,4
g°°d ihrou h D. CcuiPon
°u
"71' LiMeit inlay 19,
° -e cou-on Set
P
Per fatn ay.

I

Mara AIL
slAtApsn.r

•

1
OP

_
NOXZEMA
•__---,;\ SKIN CREAM
t

t;;,,

50 FREE
QUALITY
Y
STAMPS
with purchase
of 6 OZ Noxzema
PRICE Skin cream.

6 OZ

\110Xe
„,,,c• lil 1

COMPARE AT '1.20
EVERYDAY SUPER D
JOHNSON & JOHNSON

'

BABY SHAMPOO
7 OZ
'
COMPARE AT '1.29 $ 105

WANTED!

1
I

STAA/De

*he" You _hanve
"
Iu a
zescriptui_
your

May is Double Savings Month at Super D. You Save oncewith Super
D's everyday low prices on health and beauty aids, photofinishing,
baby needs and most of all prescriptions. And this month you'll
save again with FREE Quality Stamps, Mid-America's favorite, when
you purchase the items featured below.

WANTED: Swarms of bees.
Call Collect 479-1733.

Q. I am enrolled in both
parts of Medicare. If I get
a routine physical checkup
WE MARE DRAPES FREE:
by my family doctor every
you pay only for the material
used. P. N. Hirsch & Company, year, will Medicare pay for
It?
South Fulton, Tenn.
A. No. Routine physical
Let us care for your small checkups are not coVered
animals with love. While you under Medicare.
vacution. POODLE PAMPER
Q. I've be en getting
PARLOR 479-2229.
monthly social security
PIANOS—Have (2) beauti- benefits since I was 62. I'll
ful, like new Pianos. Must be be 65 in March 1971. What
sold to settle account new war- do I have to do to sign up
ranty, Terms. I/trite M. L. for Medicare?
Thomas, Box 7202, Lexington,
A. There are two parts
Ky.
to the Medicare program.
MAN OR WOMAN to supply You will automatically qualfamilies with' itawleigh Pro- ify for the hospital insurducts. Can ea,c1.35 and up an ance part without doing
hour. Part or kit time. Write anything. Hospital insurgiving phone No.: Ray Harris, ance, financed through emItawleigh Co., Freeport, Ill, or ployee and employer contricall 815-272-1461.
butions to social security
during a person's working
1'
rears, requires no premium
payments.
The other part of Medicare is medical insurance.
thas With Square Tires
You should receive a form
in the mail several months
before you are 65 asking if
you want this part of Medicare. If you want the MediI
care medical insurance,
TUTS TRUED
. 1 complete this form and return it in the envelope
furnished. This part of
Whdeb Balanced( Medicare is financed by
monthly premiums from
people who sign up for
WHEELS ALIGNED( medical insurance and by
matching
contributions
from Government funds.
If you do not get the
form, or if you have any
State Line
other questions, call any
de. YON — lir 4794741 social
security office.

QUALITy

AT SUPER D THIS WEEK

FOR SALE, 1966 Dodge Polars. Air conditioning, power
steering, automatic transau,
sion. Call 472-3938 after 5.

COUPON On

it
200 Fn
'
1rEE

SIAM['IDE

Questions
and
Answers

I

THIS

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

BAYER
100 ASPIRIN

BAYE
ASPIRINR6)

COMPARE AT '1.17 •
EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

50 FREE
QUALITY STAMP
with purchase
of 7 02 I & I
Baby Shampoo

4

73t

18 cc

z

IN PLASTIC
BOTTLE

50 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase
of

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

Iptamcluortin.

FOAMY
100 FREE
sTQAUmAplsITYwith

$11

""'''''4 COMPARE AT '1.59
EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE
_

t

MURINE
COMPARE AT 89'

1711:HT GUARD

i0........
RiGto
GuAR

50 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase
of
100 Bayer Aspirin

,

\

11 OZ

of 50 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase
11 OZ Foamy.

t
COMPARE AT
'1.19
EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

purchase of
7 OZ Right Guard

COM.
P.
A REJT 1159 '' - --1MN

"
UL

$ 1 29

HAIR SPRAY
EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

100 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase of
6.3 02 Adorn
Hair Spray

vitamiris
COMPARE AT '7.90
no FREE
$
89 QUALITY STAMPS

;-MIADEC

100
WITH 30 FREE

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

100 Myadec vitamins.

eci

. <„, ., „

ULTRA BRITE
/fri,
Z.N.4„.e./
50 FREE
/ 4,- '
COMPAR
E
AT
QUALITY
'1.09
'.k.
t . STAMPS
with purchase
\
EVERYDAY SUPER D
63
/
4 OZ Ultra Brite
PRICE

Velniak

TOOTHPASTE

ft Ideasn,

69

ANTACID

1

COMPARE AT '2.00 $
EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE

FAMOUS NAME BRAND

7...„.....
,._,...-.

120Z

DI-GEL

,f...„....

66

100 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
with purchase
of 12 OZ Di-Gel
Liquid.

•

..,....„
'''''''.
--:,,..

WATCHES
VALUES TO '69.95
$

18

88.

PARIS-Plastics
1909

consumption
In France increased 27 per cent
in
over the preceding year
to 60 pounds per capita. Output
of France's 2,000 plastics plants,
rose 35 per cent.

1rgc:rt
^the
Undefeated

NOW SNOWING
Thru MAY 18th.

FUL ION
A72•1651

v' KOTEX 24
C"
COMPARE AT 98'
....

84,

EYE GLEAM ERS GALORE

275

100 FREE
QUALITY
EVERYDAY SUPER Dpu
PRICE rc'4.75
VALUE
ha
se$
STAMPS
100 FREE QUALITY STAMPS with
with
0t24 Kotex napkins
Revlon tyuercG1 reseemti

LOWEST PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERYDAY

The hit-pickIn•

CONVENIENT LOCATION
1306 NAILLING STREET
(NEXT TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET)
UNION CITY, TENN.

BAREFOOT
ECUTNE
TECHMC01.011"

•Waiam Pars

MIDNITE SHOW SATURDAY rum
Doors Open 1045

'7124) CRIMSON
CULT"

All Seats $1.25
"HORROR HOUSE"
Both In BLOOD COLORI

I

DISCOUNT DRUGS
EFFECTIVE THROUGH MAY 19, 1971.

PHONE 885-6558

OPEN - SAM TO 9PM MONDAY thru SATURDAY
WE RESERVE THE AIM TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

STOREW1DE SUPER DISCOUNT EVERYDAY

11
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IVIAM•SAVINGS

Cutitte FRESHLEAN PORK

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
WHOLELB. 27t

PORK RIBS

Plus
Qua it
Stamps

494

THIGHS

PORK QUARTER

LEGS k HIGHS
BACKS

LB. 39c
LB. 15c

WINGS

LOIN SLICED

NECKS

FRESH -TENDER - LEAN

GIZZARDS
CUT-UP FRYERS

LB. 49c
LB. 29c

LEGS
FRYER - HALVES

PORK STEAK

ROASTING CHICKENS

LB. 33c

FRYER - QUARTERS

CUTLETS

rAARBEL

STICK OR SOLIDS

OLEO

5 LBS

LB

REELFOOT

WHOLE OR HALF

Lb 59c

COCAPEPSICOLACOLA

REELFOOT
Average WITHLB T39c
HIS COUPON

Lb. 69c

Whole or
Half Slab
4 to 8#

Plus
Quality
Stamps

89c

ICE MILK

Liver Cheese, Bologna
Pepper Loaf, Beef & Bacon,
Beef & Bacon

39t
CAKE MIXES
oz. 50

Pkg.

6

1/2

LIGHT CRUST

49c

1/2 Gallon

PARK - LANE OR FESTIVAL

E. W. JAMES

Lb. 49c

PY 0 MY

SWIFT'S OR TURNER'S

3 For

BREAD

REELFOOT 6 oz. pkg

LIVER

LUNCH MEATS

WITH 5.00 PURCHASE OR MORE AND THIS COUPON
AT E.W. JAMES & SONS-SOUTH-FULTON
EXCLUDING MILK AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
COUPON GOOD MAY 13 THRU MAY 19, 1971

HYDE PARK 20-ox. LOAF

'Lb. 55c

STICK

PORK

100 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS '

AND ADDIT. $5.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
MILK AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY

Plus
Qualih
Stamps

BOLOGNA Lake Brand _ _ _ _ Li. 39c

SLAB BACON

Plus
Quality
Stamps

Plus
Quality
Stamps

$1.09

BOSTON BUTTS

Lb. 59c

PORK

SLICED BACON

$1.00

Plus
Quality
Stamps

BONELESS

LB. 59c

KRAFT

2 Lb. Box _ _ _ _ 29c

PANCAKE MIX
FRISKIES

TEXSUN
46
o
z
.
EGGS
DOZEN
LARGE
GRADE A 34)ORANGE JUICE 39t
3
TOMATO CATSUP0.4% GRAPE JELLY
CHIPS
POTATO
BAR uE sAucEE:390
R(EI B.,
UCORN
.S. NO! YELLOW EARS 494 LETTUCE 13t ONIONS BLBA.G 254 TOMATOES
39t
SALAD DRESSING

tI

LB.

BREAT

RIB STEAK

CLUB STEAK

BOSTON Burrs

Plus
Quality
Stamps

COUNT
PAPER0 II
89t

U.S. CHOICE

FRESH MEATY LE AN

FRYERS

U.S. CHOICE

SAVE!

Gnarl ____ 59c

COMET REG. SIZE CAN

HUNT'S 35-oz. CAN

BIG JOHN BEANS

CONTADINA

$1.17

SWEET MILK Gallon

Sc6

10c

TOMATO SAUCE

19c

CLEANSER
STARCH

1/2 Gallon

59c

29c

BARBEllUE SAUCE

BAMA 18oz. JAR

59c

15-oz. Can

29c

14-oz. Box

CAT FOOD

DOVE LIQUID

LITTLE - PIG 18-oz. BOTTLE

FAULTLESS SPRAY-ON

8-ot. CAN

ICE CREAM

DETERGENT

22-oz. Bottle ____ 59c

CHARCOAL (GULF)

JELLY 'N PEANUT BUTTER

59c

LIGHTER

39a

Gnarl Can
KRAFT
18 oz.

FOR

LITTLE FRISKIES 6 3/4-oz. PKG.

CAT FOOD

7 Cans

$1.00 I TEA BAGS

STOKELY

93c

Box

LIPTON

SWEET PICKLES

22-oz.

59c

TEA

GEBHARDT1
89cI TAMALES

OLD JUDGE

100 COUNT

Lb. Can

COFFEE

ARMOUR

BUSH'S SHOWBOAT 300 SIZE

1/4 Lb. Box

47c

8 for $1.00

SPAGHETTI

303 Cans

1

39c

3-oz. CAN

POTTED MEAT

8 Cans __ $1.00

5
9
Tw
WIO
NNp
DA
Ec
RK

10 oz.

HART'S 17-oz.

CREAM STYLE CORN

5 Cans $1.00

8 Cans __ $1.00

STOKELY 17-oz.

MARY LOU 151/2-oz.

GREEN BEANS

PORK and BEANS

7 Cans _ _ _ _ $1.00

APPLESAUCE

NICE LARGE FIRM

SWEET

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY
SHOPPING EARLY AT
E. W. JAMES & SONS
Don't wait till Sunday. You lose
twice — LOW PRICES Plus
llUALITY STAMPS

MERIT

INSTANT

SHOW BOAT 11-oz.

5 Cans

ne

NESTEA

3-oz.

$1.09

SALTINE

BAMA

WONDER

GRAPE JELLY 18-oz. 3 For _ $1.00

CORN CAPERS

U.S. NO

I Lk, 29c

6-oz.

29c

NOW

HEAD
THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY MAY 13th THRU WEDNESDAY MAY 19th, 1971

PE.WJAJVIES Ed ,SONS.i WE ACCEPT
"MAXI-SAVINGS"
Ul S. GOVT.
(11‘P le prE!!!!!!!!51,Tils FOOD STAMPS,

